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ABSTRACT
Specifying the world of interest as well as the
problem solving kowledge in the world are two problems
in knowledge representation (KR). We approach these two
problems by describing the world as a set of related
entities and capturing the knowledge for problem solving
in rules. A hybrid KR scheme which integrates frames and
rules in representing entities, relations, and problem
solivng rules is presented, In this schem, the meanings
of relations, and incomplete knowledge about entites in
the world can also be expressed. Namely, the meaning of
a elation is represented in semantics rules which
specify what can be derived in the presence of these
relations. Incomplete knowledge about an entity is
represented in a constraint expression (C-Exp) which
imposes constraints on the property of an entity using
relations and the two logical connectives 'and' and 'or'
In order to exploit our hybrid KR scheme, a hybrid
reasoning mechanism is designed which integrates
data-directed usages of problem solving rules with
goal-directed usages of semantics rules. In summary,
this work contributes to the area of KR by: (1)
representing and using the meanings of relations; (2)
representing the incomplete knowledge about the property
of an entity by C-Exp; and (3) integrating frames, rules,
data-directed inferences and goal-directed inferences in
a single coherent KR scheme.
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KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION FOR KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS
As its name suggests, knowIedge-based system (KBS)
refers to any system whose behavior is based largely on
the exploitation of knowledge represented explicitly in
some forms, Recently, more and more systems which employ
artificial intelligence (AI) techniques are developed as
knowledge-based systems. Some of these systems perform
logical deductions while some of them process natural
languages. In particular, a major kind of
knowledge-based systems, which is sometimes referred to
as the expert system in the literature, is becoming more
and more popular in the past decade. These KBSs make use
of heuristic knowledge (Buchanan et al., 1969;
Lenat, 1976; Short 1iffe, 1976; McDermott, 1982) and did
demonstrate expert level of performance on narrow but
difficult domains. In most of these KBSs, the power lies
mainly in the usefulness of their heuristic knowledge,
which is obtained from real domain experts who actually
solve problems in the domain personally for a long time.
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However, as more is expected on KBSs, heuristic
knowledge alone is found to be insufficient. KBSs which
solely rely on heuristic rules are usually criticized as
being superficial, unreliable and opaque (Steels, 1984;
Winston, 1984). KBSs should desirably have a deeper
understanding in their expert domains and this entails
something other than heuristic knowledge. What is
missing is usually referred to as the 'deep1 domain
knowledge in the literature (e.g. Brown, 1984).
However, the term 'deep knowledge' itself is seldom
precisely explained and there is not any definition of it
which is commonly recognized and accepted. Without a
clear idea of what to represent, the development of
high-quality KBSs is inevitably impeded.
Knowledge representation (KR) is another major
problem in building KBSs. Traditionally, the knowledge
of KBSs is represented in the rule-based paradigm.
However, the main emphasis, in most cases, is on the
exploitation of a vast amount of domain-specific
procedural knowledge (expressed in IF-THEN rules) in a
knowledge base (KB) for solving problems. This approach,
being quite successful in some prototype systems (e.g.
Short1iffe, 1976; McDermott, 1982), was found to be not
without problems (e.g. Davis, 1980). More importantly,
the procedural form not only makes the representation of
declarative domain knowledge unnatural and clumsy, but
also limits the possible usage of it (Kwan, 1987).
Therefore, it is not pessimistic to project that with the
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addition of the so-called 'deep' knowledge, the sitnation
would probably become worse.
Motivated by these problems in the construction of
high-quality KBSs, we attempt to devise a new KR scheme
for KBSs by using state-of-the-art KR techniques. It is
important to note that we are not aiming at working out a
new KBS building tool or programming environment.
Rather, our emphasis is more on the KR side. We are
trying to work out a new KR paradigm which gives the
knowledge engineer a clearer and cleaner conceptual
framework to represent knowledge in a KBS, 'and at the
same time without sacrificing the representation power.
It turns out that a hybrid (but highly integrated)
approach is needed.
In order to devise an appropriate representation
scheme, we attempt to adopt a more integrated view on
knowledge rather than treating the heuristic and deep
knowledge separately. This will be explained briefly in
the following. This view results in our- representation
scheme which will be presented in the next chapter.
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include domain-specific knowledge such as problem solving
rules or various kinds of domain models, and situational
knowledge like the details of the problems or the current
state of the problem solving process, Certainly, many
different ways can be used to classify the knowledge in a
KBS. In particular, the following classification
characterizes the philosophy behind our work. Namely, we
recognize that there are two distinct kinds 'of knowledge
in a KBS:
(1) World Description
( 1 i Prindoles of the World
This is the knowledge of how things in the
world happen. In other words, this is the
knowledge of prototypical situations.
Principles may be very general (e.g., the
principle of causality) or domain-specific
(e.g., a KBS which configures computers should
know at least what the essential components of
a computer are).
(2) Real Instances in the World
Under the principles of the world, things
happen. This kinds of knowledge is about the
happened events, existent objects and
situations, etc., which should conform with the
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idC 11ice the lire damagec our conpue_, or
we must add some devices to the customer in
order to configure a working VAX-11780 are
real instances in the world.
(2) Problem Solving Knowledge
Under the principles of the world, we can achieve
our goals by performing actions. Our sense of
'action' is quite general, including changes of the
world as well as the KB which holds our believes of
what the world is. Therefore, it is difficult to
conceive that progresses can be effected without any
action. Different sets of actions can carry us to
different consequences. In ordeT to solve our
problems, we have to choose intelligently the most
promising set of actions to do.
Classifying knowledge in this way presents certain
requirements on their representations. In the following,
we will concentrate on the problem of how to represent
world descriptions in a KBS first. Problem solving
knowledge will be dealt with subsequently.
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The problem of modelling the world of Interest has
long been a major Issue for knowledge representation (KR)
researches and conceptual data model design. Since the
world is so complicated and diversified, any practical
approach to model it must be based on a very general view
of what the world is. A very common world view is to
treat the world as a set of related entities. Entities
usually refer to anythings which are distinguishable,
regardless of 'whether they are physical objects,
concepts, or events. Since the entities in the world are
not independent, relations are used to denote the their
inter-dependencies.
Researches in database design had already resulted
in many different conceptual data models (Bachman, 1969;
Chen, 1976; CODASYL, 1971; Elmasri et al., 1985). Among
these models, the entity-relationship (ER) model by Chen
(1976) Is undoubtedly one of the most representative
ones. In fact, the network, relational and set-entity
models can all be shown as specializations of the ER
model (Chen, 1976).
Ent1ty and relationship are two major components of
the ER model. By definition, an entity can be anything
Note that the terms 'relation' arid 'relationship' is
different in the ER model. The former refers to the
rigorous definition of the same term used In
mathemathcs while the latter corresponds closer to our
usual sense of relations.
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in Lie worid which is distinguishable, and a relationship
can be any ordered tuple of entities, For example, if
tne human entities John and Paul are represented by 'El 1
and 1E21 respectively, the tuple [El, E2] may be used to
denote a relationship, say 1FATHER-OF', between John and
Paul. The information about an entity or a relationship
can be expressed by a set of attribute-value pairs, For
example, the attribute 'NAME' may map the juman entity
fElf to the string value John.
Besides describing the properties of entities,
attributes can also be used to distinguish different
entities, Assuming, for instance, that the 'NAME'
attribute is unique for all human entities, we can
identify 1 El 1 by the name John and the' name attribute
is called a key of 'El'. For entities which do not have
any unique attribute, their identities can be reflected
from the relationships in which they participate. For
example, if 'NAME' is not a unique attribute, we may
still identify !E1! by the 1DIRECTOR-OF' relationship
[El, E3] where' E3' represents a unique company 'which has
a unique director. In this case, the 'DIRECTOR-OF'
relationship also plays the role of a key, Generally
speaking, the two major functions of relationships in the
ER model are to associate and identify entities.
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1•~•- Representing che World as Entities and Relations
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representations such as semantic network (Quillian, 1968;
Brachman Schmolze, 1985; Levesque£ Mylopoulos, 1979)
or frame (Minsky, 1975; Winograd, 1975; William, 1983;
Fikes Kehler, 1985) a1so tend to model the world as
entities and relations. Unlike the works on data
modelling, the world views of most KR systems are usually
very intuitive and are not as formal as the data models.
In a typical semantics network scheme, nodes are
used to denote entities and the links connecting them
correspond to the relations among them. Since everything
is either represented by a node or a link, directed links
are used to denote attributes whose values are the
entities being pointed to. For example, the following












Since attributes are represented by links, the role
of a link is usually ambiguous in whether it is
representing a key attribute of an entity or just an
incidental relation in which the entity is involved.
This problem was first discussed in (Woods, 1975). Some
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various roles of a link. For example, in PSN (Levesque
My 1 opouJos, .1 979) structara 1 1 inks are used to represent
relations which are intrinsic to an entity and other
relations are denoted by assertional links.
On the other hand, the idea of frame (Mirisky, 1975)
turns; out to be closer to the ER model's view of entities
in handling attributes. Generally speaking, a frame is a
structure composed of a set of slots. A slot can be
thought as a placeholder for the value of an attribute.
Viewing in this way, a frame can stand for an entity and
the slots of it represent the attributes of the entity, ma








In addition, relations can also be represented as slots
or frames. In the above example, the 'FATHER-OF'
relation is expressed in the 'SON' attribute of 'El'.
Since the slots can only represent two-argument
relations, complex relations have to be represented by
frames. For example, the relation type as well as the
involved entities can all be specified as slots of the
f rame:
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'K3' is a trade relation
the buyer is 'E1!
the se11er is' E2'
the product to be traded
is computer
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1.2.2 The Meaning of a Relation
From t he f or ea o i r»n d 1 =«r,no n0« e e-»+- f
conceptual data modelling and KR researches for modeling
the world are sketched. With respect to their world
views, these two streams of works are similar in that
both tend to treat the world fas entities and relations.
However, there is a major difference between the areas of
concerns of the two. From the data modelling point of
view, we are interested in storing a vast amount of data
in a systematic way such that information retrieval can
be performed efficiently. On the KR side, we are also
interested in how to fully utilize every piece of known
information. Therefore, we need some inference mechansim
which can 'reason' on the knolWedge explicitly
represented and find out what is implicit and can be
deduced.
In particular, since entities are not independent,
we can predict how an entity will be affected by others
from the knowledge about their dependencies. These
dependencies, in fact, can be interpreted as the meanings
of relations. For example, if the persons John and Paul
are related by the 'FATHER—OF' relation, then it means
that John must be a male and the age of John should be
reasonably, say at least fifteen years, greater than that
of Paul. By using these pieces of knowledge about the
'FATHER-OF1 relation, we can immediately conclude that
John must be older than fifty five if Paul is known to be
forty years old.
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.Lii0j. e ci± L mainly two kinds of meaning's of a
relation. fhe first one is the implication of the......._f.- -r-tMn-a-jg-_i,
relation. Namely, an implication describes how to
determine the set of implied relations from a given set
of relations. The most common kinds of implications are
reflexive, symmetric and trarisistive ones. For instance,
the causal relationship is a transitive one, i.e., 'A'
causes' B! and' B' causes !C! implies that 'A' causes
5C'.
Besides implications, a relation also has its mutual
contraints. The mutual constraints of a relation reflect
how the entities related by the relation is affected.
Using a previously example, the age of a father and that
of his son is essentially constrained hy the relation
1FATHER-OF'.
In addition to performing useful inferences, the
meanings of relations can also be used to check the
semantic consistency of a knowledge base. Using the
previous example, if John is known to be fifty years old,
then the new fact that Paul is sixty should be regarded
as inconsistent with the existing knowledge because it
would be ridiculous that there is a father who is younger
than his son. By noting the meaning of the
relation'FATHER-OFthis anomaly can be avoided.
The issue of representing the meaning of a relation
has long been prominent in KR researches. Early efforts
(Woods, 1975) revealed that meanings of links in most
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-:C c lit-: i: representations ;-.;re unclaar and
i i-c -fined. In later researches, It was then commonlv
recognized that In order to have a well-defined semantics
of the links, we had to focus on a few of
knowledge-structuring primitive links (Brachman, 1979).
The most popular one of these .links is perhaps the IS-A
link. The meaning of this kind of links is usually
exploited in the inheritance mechanism. Namely,
properties can be copied from one entity to another if
they are joined by an IS-A link. Unfortunately, the
meaning (or some may prefer to call it semantics) of
these kinds of links are defined in the interpreter of
the representation and is therefore not explicit and
programmable. As a result, other relations are usualiy
treated only as associations of entities, and do not have
any meaning.
An important exception may be the work on
user-defined inheritance by Fox (1979). He devised a set
of information passing primitives likes 'PASS' or
'SUBSTITUTE' for defining the inheritance semantics of
relations. These primitives were experimented in a KR
system called SRL (Wright et al., 1984) and were found to
be especially useful facilities in representing knowledge
for practical applications (Fox et al. 1985). Later
developments such as PSRL (Rychener, 1985) ana Knowledge
Craft (Carnegie Group Inc., 1986) continued co adopt this
idea and it is recognized as a very desirable feature in
KR (Wall et al. 1985).
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tiit; inrit-jl i tanc. «_»crnaii li..j of a. r e i a cion is
part of its meaning, Fox's work on representing
inheritance semantics can be regarded as one of the first
attempts to deal with the explicit representation of
relations' meanings. however, our concern is not only in
specifying inheritance semantics but also in representing
the general meanings of relations. In the next section,
the limitation of representing only inheritance semantics
will be examined and a more general approach to express
relation's meanings will be proposed.
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Rslation
Before seeking an appropriate repre3en Lation for t h e
meanings of relations, it is useful to have a clearer
idea or what a relation can mean. In our view, a
relation i_s an entity wh i c h associates a set of en t i t ies
and, by the mere presence of itself, impose constraints
on other entities. In other words, the meaning of a
relation is reflected from how the world would be
constrained by it.
In order to specify explicitly how a relation would
constrain a world, the work of Fox (1379) will be
considered again. Basically, Fox proposed a set of,
representation-independent primitives which can pass
attributes or values from one entity to another in a
H
flexible manner. This works well when the form of
constraint imposed by a relation can be fitted into the
usual inheritance paradigm. For example, using the
notation in (Fox, 1973), the following primitive may be
used to describe the relation 'FATHER-OF1:
(PASS LAST-NAME)
With this primitive, the 'FATHER-OF' relation can pass
There are four types of primitives to specify what to
Be inherited when entities A and B are connected by an
inheritance relation. PASS can be used to pass
information from A to B. ADD is used for adding new
information to B. EXCLUDE specifies what is the
information in A which should not be passed lO B.
SUBSTITUTE (there are five types of it) Is used when
information in A should be replaced by new information
in B.
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the attribute 'LAST-NAME' from the father to the son.
Also, the fo11owing c an be used to spe cif y t hat the s e x
of a father must be male:
(ADD VALUE MALE TO DESCRIPTION OF SLOT SEX)
Consider another example. Suppose that a newly
synthesized medicine A is found to be causing allergic
reactions of some male. Besides, this allergy is always
inherited by their sons. In this case, we want to
specify that the 'ALLERGIC-MEDICINE' attribute of a
father should be inherited by his son if the value of
this attribute is 1MEDICINE-A1.
We cannot simply pass an intact 'ALLERGIC-MEDICINE'
attribute from the father to the son this time. It is
because that the value of the 'ALLERGIC-MEDICINE'
attribute should be passed only when it is 'MEDICINE-A'.
Using Fox's primitives, the following may be used:
{PASS ALLERGIC-MEDICINE)
Unfortunately, if just a PASS primitive is used to define
this inheritance semantics of 'FATHER-OF1, then the
'ALLERGIC-MEDICINE' attribute will be passed from the
father to the son regardless of the actual value of the
father's 'ALLERGIC-MEDICINE' attribute.
The problem is due to the fact that these primitives
PPlY PPJPlLPDP what can be passed .from one ent i ty to
another without considering the entities being related as
well as the values being passed around. In our example,
there is no way to specify the condition under which the
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PASS primitive can be used to copy the
'ALLERGIC-MEDICINE' attribute from the father to the son.
A more general approach is to provide facilites to
specify both the conditions under which dedcutions can be
made, and the information which can be deduced when the
conditions are satisfied. We propose that the meaning of
a relation can be captured in a structure consisting of a
premise and a conclusion. Such a structure is called a
semantics rule. The information specified in the
conclusion can be deduced when the condition represented
in the premise is satisfied. Like the primitives of Fox,
semantics rules can be added to any exisitng
representation which models the world as entities and
relations.
Regarding how the premise and conclusion of a
semantics rule can be specified, we do not presume a
particular representation language in this stage. For
example, the following semantics rule written in 0PS5
(Forgy, 1981; Brownston et al. 1985) specifies that if
the father is allergic to medicine A then so is his son
without also saying that a father allergic to medicine B
must have a son allergic to medicine B:
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(FATHER-OF
~DOMAIN FATHER









With the simple attribute-value pair representation of
0PS5, the above semantics rule can be expressed
ef fectively,
It should be noted that a semantics rule iteseif is
a declarative structure. It must, eventually, be used by
some inference mechanism. Since the semantics rule cam
be regarded as a kind of production rules, the general
inference mechanism used in ordinary production systems
can be applied. For example, a semantics rule can be
used in a, data-directed, forward chaining, reasoning
mechanism. In this case, the forward chainer attempts to
deduce every derivable facts from the meanings of
relations. This is useful in semantic consistency
checking of the KB because every derivable facts will be
deduced in advance and incoming but inconsistent facts
can be detected easily. For Instance, given the age of
John is forty, the age of Paul, the son of John, is
concluded to be smaller than twenty five. Later if a new
fact asserting that Paul is twenty six years old is
entered to the KB, by comparing it to the deduced age of
Paul this fact will be flagged as inconsistent
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tnem in a goal-directed, backward chaining manner. The
backward chainer then tries to prove the goals submitted
to it by using the meanings of the known relations. For
example, the knowledge base may consist of the facts that
John is the father of Paul and that John is allergic to
medicine A. Later, to determine whether Paul is allergic
to medicine A, a goal to find the 'ALLERGIC-MEDICINE1
attribute of Paul can be submitted to the backward
chainer which will attempt to find a semantics rule whose
conclusion can satisfy the current goal (i.e. one which
gives the !ALLERGIC-MEDICINE' of John). As a result,
'SEMANTICS-RULE-11 will be selected, and the premise of
it will be treated as the current goal to be satisfied.
This time the goal is satisfied by the knowledge
explicity represented in the KB. Eventually, the
'ALLERGIC-MEDICINE' attribute of Paul can be found to be
1 MEDICINE-A'.
The .idea of using semantics rules to express the
meaning of a relation is introduced in this section. By
using semantics rules, the amount of knowledge needed to
be embedded in the inference mechanism is greatly
reduced. The result is that we only need a very general
mechanism (e.g. a forward chainer or a backward chainer)
which is much more comprehensible than traditional KR
scheme interpreters.
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xiic: appruc un wu use as a procsaurai one. h
c ompletely decJ ar:: ive approach for representing the
meanings of reIa tions can c ert ain1y be d e sig ne d.
However, by using a 1 weakened1 form of modus ponen in
logic by using semantics rules, (which is a partial
implementation of the logical implication), our approach
can be thought as a compromise between declarative
representation, which is expressively powerful but
expensive, and procedural representation, which is
efficient but difficult to manage.
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4 Representing Inconip' etc
Another problem about the representation of world
descriptions is that the knowledge we possess about the
world is usually incomplete. For example, consider the
situation when the age constraint between the father and













AGE (GREATER (COMPUTE SON-AGE 15))))
The meaning we want to express is that the age of a
•i
father must be fifteen years older than that of his son.
Note that we do not know exactly what the father's age
is. All we know is that his age must be fifteen years
greater than that of his son. Therefore, this piece of
knowledge is incomplete. Unfortunately, when represented
as an 0PS5 rule, the deduced value for the !AGE1
attribute of the father (the expression underlined)
cannot be represented as a simple attribute-value pair.
However, this piece of incomplete knowledge is still
worth an explicit representation. The only problem Is
that it cannot be represented successfully in 0PS5.
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In fact, the representation of incomplete knowledge
is an active research area (e.g. Levesque, 1981) in KR.
Levesque and Brachman (1985) even suggested that the
expressive power of a KR system depends on its power to
leave things unsaid. First-order logic is recognized as
the most powerful language to express incomplete
knowledge because most features of logic, say the logical
operators 'not', 'and' and 'or' as well as the universal
and existential quantifiers, are very powerful primitives
for specifying incomplete knowledge (Moore, 1982).
Interestingly enough, it can be seen that relation
can also play an important role in representing
incomplete knowledge. Namely, the relation
'GREATER-THAN' is used in the semantics rule above to
express the knowledge about the deduced age of the
father. Assuming that the son is thirteen years old, the
exact age of the father should be greater than twenty
eight, and may be twenty nine, thiry, thirty one, thirty
two, and so on. In fact, this is an infinite
dis junction:
29 or 30 or 31 or 32 or 33 or...
The function of 'GREATER-THAN' to represent
incomplete knowledge is primarily due to the fact that it
is a non-one-to-one relation. Knowing that value 'A' is
greater than twenty eight does not carry us to the exact
value of 'A' because there are infinitely many values
greater than twenty eight. More generally, sny
non-one-to-one relation may be used to represent
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incomplete knowledge. Of course, the meanings of these
relations must be available before they can be used for
represening incomplete knowledge.
This suggests that the representation of relations'
meanings as well as the representation of incomplete
knowledge is closely related. Namely, we find that to
fully exploit the usage of semantics rules for expressing
relations' meanings, a suitable representation for
incomplete knowledge is needed. However, the
representation of relations' meanings is also found to be
useful in representing incomplete knowledge.' In summary,
an appropriate scheme for representing incomplete
knowledge and semantics rules are needed, and this will
be dealt with in the next chapter.
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Besides wnr In descr ipt ions, a KBS must know how to
solve problems presented to it. In fact, every KBS can
be said as a problem solver in some area or domain. If
problem soiving is formulated as the process of taking a
set of actions (George, 1970) then a KBS cannot
completely count on those knowledge which is not
associated with any action. In other words, a KBS must
embody procedural knowledge which is associated with
actions in order to solve problems.
Generally speaking, problem solving knowledge
specifies the most promising actions which should be
taken when a particular problem situation is encountered.'
For example, the following shows a piece of problem
solving knowledge from (Davis, 1980):
IF the income-tax bracket of the client is 50% and
the client follows the market carefully, and
the amount of investment experience of the
client is moderate,
THEN there is evidence (0.8) that the area of the
investment should be high-technology.
This piece of knowledge sugguests a solution to the
problem of finding an appropriate investment area. In
real life, an experienced problem solver in a domain
often possesses a vast amount of knowlege of this kind.
This includes the well-established principles for problem
solving in that domain as well as the heuristics or
short-cut solutions he obtained from past experience.
Usually the former is more reliable while the latter is
more efficient. Regardless of which kind, any
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appropriate representation of procedural knowledge should
(at least) be able to specify the suggested actions as
well as the situation under which the knowledge is
applicable.
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.1. o. I Production Rule as a Representation of Problem
S c I v i rig Kno w I edge
In traditional heuristic KBSs, procedural knowledge
is usually stored in the IF-THEN rule form. In fact, a
iule is a natural candidate for representing problem
solving knowledge, because the suggested actions of a
piece of problem solving knowledge can be put in the
consequent of a rule and the corresponding problem
situation can be put in its antecedent. There are still
other advantages of the rule representation.
Being always composed of an antecedent and a
consequent, the production rule representation can be
regarded as a modular and stylized (Davis, 1977;v
Rychener, 1976) coding for problem solving. Since the
early exploitations of the production rule (e.g.
(
Shortiiffe, 1976), the modular nature of 'It has been
recognized as a very important advantage to solving
complex problems. First of all, codes represented in
production rules are much simpler and more readable than
those written in algorithmic languages in that there is
no control structure to care in a production rule. All
that the reader have to 1c now in order to understand a
production rule Is that whenever the antecedent or a
production rule is satisfied, the consequent of it can be
executed. When codes are written in algorithmic
languages, the reader must know the various kinds of
control constructs before he or siie can understand the
codes.
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oecoii u I v, 111 a a a c a- d r ivaii cont r ol s t r u c t u r e o f the
production system also makes the the addition and removal
of production rules in a KB more straightforward and
unpainful. Theoretically, since production rules are
normally independent of each other, rules can be added or
removed without causing other rules in the KB to be
changed. This essentially eases the development of
large-scale and complicated KBSs in that the KB can be
built up incrementally. This incremental growth of codes
is very difficult when a KB3 is built in a control-driven
paradigm. For example, compare the differences between
adding a rule to the KB with adding a procedure to a
PASCAL program.
Psychologically, the production system is used as a
model of the human information processor (Newell Simon,
1972). Enthusiasts of rule-based system believe that
inside the human's long-term memory many rules are stored
which are triggered by the contents of the short-term
memory. Besides, more and more psychological evidences
reveal that the human intelligence is basically
distributed (e.g. George, 1970), and can be captured
effectively in a rule representation. By implementing
each rule as an active agent and capable of detecting
whether it is applicable in the current context, a
distributed architecture of intelligence is resulted.
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In summary being computational .1 v ad »an tag ecus as an
representation of procedural knowledge, and a
psychologically valid model of human problem solving, the
production system architecture is one of the most
suitable candidates for representing problem solving
knowledge in high-quality KBSs.
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1.3. semantic Pattern Matchina
The production rule is a very powerful and flexible
representation for problem solving knowledge. Many
exis cing KBos (Lena!:, 1976; Shortliffe, 1976; McDermott,
1982) are built using the production rule as the primary-
way to represent knowledge. However, in most existing
production systems, the use of production rule is not
only for problem solving. For example, consider the
following two rules in a recently developed rule-based
KB5 called Cogito (Bahill and Harris, 1986) which gives
advice on the installation of BSD 4.2 UNIX:
IF config done then







The first rule suggests that if the state 'config
done' is reached, the prescribed set of commands should
be executed to complete the installation. It essentially
captures a piece of problem solving knowledge for giving
installation advice.
Consider the second rule this time. It Is used to
establish the UNIX— to— UNIX relationship between the
standalone disk names and their controller designations.
Unlike the first one, this rule is particularly used only
for retrieving the controller designation gien the
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standalone disk name. The controller designation
retrieved will eventually be used in other rules to solve
problem. However, this retrieval task should have well
been done in other ways if proper indexing mechanism is
integrated with the pattern matcher of the production
system. For example, if the pattern matcher of Cogito
can automatically retrieve the controller designation
according some pre-defined mechanism, the second rule may
not be neccessary. Unfortunately, since the pattern
matcher of Cogito cannot automatically perform the
deduction that given the disk name is 1hk' then the
controller designation should also be 1hk1, this
retrieval task has to be treated as a problem by itself
and solved by the applications of rules.
More generally, the pattern matching ability of most
existing production systems is confined to exact matching
with variable binding. Bobrow and Winograd (1977) had
suggested that pattern matching can become more useful if
the sense of matching is suitably extended. For example,
a desirable pattern matcher, capable of deducing 'Pluto
is an animal1 from the facts that 'Pluto is a dog' and
'all dogs are animals', should be able to match 'an
animal' with 'Pluto'.
Particularly in our case, we must considGr the
meanings of relations as well as incomplete knowledge in
pattern matching. For example, a desirable pattern
matcher should be able to matcn tne pattern a person
older than fifty' with the person John, simply based on
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the meaning of the relation 'FATHER-OF' and the fact that
'Paul, the son of John, is forty years old'.
In order to extend the pattern matching ability of
the production system, some kinds of inference mechanism
must be built into the pattern matcher to make use of the
meanings of relations and handles incomplete knowledge.
The built-in inference mechanism of the pattern matcher
essentially operates in a goal-directed manner to assist
the data-directed usage of problem solving knowledge
represented in production rules. It can be perceived
that a hybrid reasoning mechanism' integrating
data-directed and goal-directed inferences have to be
designed.
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explicit representing the meanings of relations and
incomplete knowledge. A procedural approach to this
problem is proposed. We have also suggested that problem
solving knowledge should be represented in the production
rules. More importantly, the pattern matching power of
the production system should be extended to accomodate
incomplete knowledge and the meanings of relations.
In the rest of this thesis, a hybrid KR scheme will
be presented first in chapter two. The design of this
scheme is largely influenced by the ideas introduced
above. In fact, the proposed KR scheme can be thought as
an attempt to address the problems put forward in this
chapter. After the presentation of this KR scheme, a
precise solution to realize the pattern matching
mechanism of the scheme will be proposed in chapter
three. The last chapter contains a conclusion on the
limitations as well as contributions of our work.
CHAPTER 2
A HYBRID KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION SCHEME
In this chapter, we are going to present a concrete
solution to the problem of representing world
descriptions and problem solving knowledge. 'A hybrid KR
scheme is designed which attempts to address this
problem. Basically, this KR scheme is hybrid in two
senses. Fir s t o f all, it integrates frames and rules,
two state-of-the-art KR techniques, in a single
representation scheme. In addition, a hybrid reasoning
mechanism which integrates data-directed as well as
goal-directed inferences is designed for the hybrid
representation.
In our scheme, entities and relations in the world
are denoted by frames in the KB. Besides, semantics
rules expressing the meanings of relations and production
rules which capture problem solving knowledge are also
represented as frames. An overview of our KR scheme is
pictorially shown in appendix A. In addition, by making
use of the meanings of relations and the two logical
connectives 'and' and 'or', incomplete knowledge about
the property of an entity is also expressible in our
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iiie i name is use a as cue basic representational unit
of our scheme deliberately, Conceptually, relations,
semantics rules and production rules are all
distinguishable things in the world and therefore are
also entities. As the frame is used to denote entity,
relations, semantics rules and production rules are also
represented in frames. Besides, as will be seen later,
the reasoning aspect of our scheme is mainly rule-based.
Drawing an analogy with the conventional programming
languages, the rule in our scheme corresponds to the
program code in those languages. Since rules are
represented in frames which can be created, modified and-
destroyed during the reasoning process, the rule in our
scheme can change dynamically. This corresponds to the
self-modiflability of program codes. In other words,
KBSs developed in our scheme can be thought as programs
whose codes can change dynamically in order to achieve
better performance. In addition, as will be shown later,
semantics rules and production rules can create, modify
or destroy other frames according to the contents of
existing frames. Since rules are themselves represented
as frames, the content of a ru1e can be referred to by
another rule to create, modify or destroy frames (which
may themselves represent rules). This capability is
detailedly discussed in (Davis, 1980), and is found to be
•very desirable for- KBSs. We win come w o t n i s issue
again after presenting our scheme.
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AND RULES
vVe are going to expIain how entities, relatIons and
rules can oe represented in frames in the following.
However, before trie structure of a frame is presented,
the assumptions made about the symbol level (Newell,
1982) of our KR scheme must be made explicit first.
At the symbol level, the hybrid KR scheme is
conceptually built on Lisp's facilities. Most objects
of our scheme including frames, relations and rules are
composed of symbols or lists of symbols in Lisp.
Therefore, we adopt a very careful use of the word'
'list' in the following discussion. In particular,
'list' always refers to a list in Lisp. Besides, the
basic elements in a list are supposed to be Lisp's
symbolic atoms or lists of atoms.
The extensive use of lists has the advantage that we
usually do not have to concern about the sizes of objects
implemented as lists. For example, in specifying that
'A' is a list of 'B's, we are not required to mention the
actual number of 'B's in 'A!, or place a. limit on the
size of 'A'. Tills flexibility is usually an important
asset in KR.
To collectively refer to the contents of a list, the
More specifically, Common Lisp (Steele, 1984; Winston
Horn, 1984) is particularly chosen.
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s h o w s a I i s t: o f t h r e e 11 s t s:
((~ GREATER-THAN [SLOT-VALUEj 80) (30)(~ 50))
while a sequence of three lists is shown below:
(~ GREATER-THAN [SLOT-VALUE] 80) (30)(~ 50)
In the following sections, the structure and usages
of a frame in our scheme will be explained in details.
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which is meant to denote an entity. A frame is a list
composed of a frame name and a list of slots:
(A FRAME NAME A LIST OF SLOTS)
The frame name of a frame is a unique identifier of the
entitiy the frame denotes. Slot corresponds to the
property of the entity, and is a list of a slot name and
a svslue corresponding to the value of the property:
(A SLOT NAME A SLOT VALUE)
The following shows a simple frame denoting a fifty




Knowledge about entities in the world can be stored
as frames in the KB. In our scheme, the KB is a
representation of the world of interest and anything
existent in the world can be represented in a frame and
put in the KB. The KB is simply a set of frames.
Given a KB or more generally a set of frames,
implicit frames may be derived from it in two ways.
Firstly, a frame or the slot of a frame may be derived
usinq semantics rules. Secondly, a frame may be derived
if it is verified by a function. The details about
semantics rules, functions, and how frames can be derived
will be explained in the subsequent discussion.
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When a frame is used to represent a relation, it is
called a relation frame. The value of its 'TYPE' slot is
called the relation type (or just type) to which the
relation frame belongs. For example, the above relation
frame belongs to the type 'FATHER-OF'. In particular,
the meanings of relation frames belonging to a type can
be represented explicitly, and this will be explained in
the next section.
The other slots of a relation frame are called
arguments while the slot values are argument values. For
example, 'JOHN' and 'PAUL' are argument values in the
above relation frame.
To determine whether a frame is a relation frame, we
can check if it has a 'TYPE' slot first. If so, we can
then check if there is a definition frame in the KB for
the type of that frame. A definition frame is used to
define slot names of the relation frames beronging xo a
type. The definition frame for a relation type can be
identified because its frame name is supposed to be the
concatenation of the relation type ana the string —Dnr
For instance, the definition frame for 'vATHER—OF is
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(FATHER--OF-DEF
((ARGUMENTS (DOMAIN RANGE))))
The definition frame of a relation type is supposed to
have an 'ARGUMENTS' slot which contains a list of the
slot names. All relation frames belonging to that
relation type should contain the same set of slot names
in t heir arguments.
When dealing with a relation frame, we usually only
concern about the type and argument values of it. For
notational convenience, a relation frame can also be
specified by a relation specifier if only its type and
argument values are of interest. A relation specifier is
a list composed of a relation type and a sequence of.
argument values. For example, the following may be used
to specify the above-mentioned relation frame:
(FATHER-OF JOHN PAUL)
Since relation specifiers specify relation frames,
relation specifiers can also be used to denote relations.
However, only those relations which are denoted by
relation frames in the KB are assumed to be existent in
the world of Interest. Therefore, whether the relation
denoted bv a relation specifier is existent in the world
depends on whether there is a relation frame in the KB
specified by the relation specifier.
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Having sketched the representation of entities and
relations, let us come to the problem of representing the
meanings of relations. As mentioned in the previous
chapter, semantics rules can express ti 1 e meaning of a
relation. To recapsulate, the meaning of a relation can
be reflected from what can be deduced in the presence of
that relation. In our KR scheme, a semantics rule
represents the meaning of a relation by specifying what
frames or slots can be derived in the presence of some
relation frames.
Semantics rules are represented in frames. The
following Is a frame denoting a semantics rule called.
'SRI'. It specifies that the last name of a father can
be deduced from that of his son:
(SRI
((PREMISE( (FATHER-OF VAR1 VAR2)
(VAR2 ((LAST-NAME VAR3)))))
(CONCLUSION (VAR1 ((LAST-NAME VAR3))))))
As their names suggests, the 'PREMISE1 and
'CONCLUSION' slots are used to represent the premise and
conclusion of a semantics rule respectively, A semantics
rule can be distinguished from other frames because it
must contain a 'PREMISE' slot and a 'CONCLUSION' slot.
The slot value of 'PREMISE' is a list of patterns while
that of 'CONCLUSION' is a template. In order to perform
deductions using a semantics rule, the premise of it must
be satisfied first. To determine whether a premise can
be satisfied, we have to na jt c_ii each p a v. t e r n in and
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tills win oe explained c I earl y later. If the ireiulse of
a sema111:1 cs r111 e i s sa t i s f i ed, new r e I a t ion frames or
slots of existing r names in ay oe derived according to the
template of the semantics rule.
Intui t ively, both pa11erns and t:emplates can be
thought as exemplars of frames. Consider the pattern
first. Concept ua 11 y, pa 11: e r n s are us e d to match
conditions, situations, etc. which may be happening in
the world. Since everything is represented in frame,
patterns in our KR scheme are designed to describe the
frames they match.
There are two kinds of patterns. Patterns which
describe relation frames are relation patterns while
those describing other frames are called frame pat terns.
For example, the first pattern in 'SR1! is a relation
pattern while the second one is a frame pattern.
A relation pattern is simply a relation specifier
with some of its argument being variables. Variables are
Lisp symbols begining with VAR which are meant to match
anything. Roughly speaking, a relation pattern matches
those relation frames with the prescribed relation type
and argument values. For instance, the relation pattern
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u'- oLiKji nciHd, ci frame pattern is a frame with
some o; its components being variab1es. SimilarIv a
frame pattern matches frames having the prescribed frame
name and slots. For example, the frame pattern in 1 SRIf




Since it is not the mature time to define precisely
the criteria for a pattern to match a frame, let us
return to the template now. Intuitively, a template
specifies what can be derived when the premise of a
semantics rule is satisfied. In our scheme, only
relation frames or slots of existing non-relation frames
in the K3 may be derived. As a result, there are only
two kinds of templates. Slot templates are used to
derive slots while relation templates are used to derive
relation frames. For instance, the template in 'SRI' is
a slot template. A relation template is shown below:
(FATHER-OF VAR2 VAR3)
More precisely, a relation template is a relation
specifier with some of its arguments being variables. A
slot template is a frame with one single slot, and some
of the frame's components can be variables or function
invocations. The function here is simply a Common Lisp
function, and is useful for performing external
computations. For example, a function may be invoked to
compute the factorial of a number. The Lisp definiLion
of a function is stored as the slot value of the
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(COND ((EQUAL N 1) 1)
(T( N (FACTORIAL(- N 1})))))
Besides being used in the template of semantics rules for
performing computations, a function may also be used to
represent the meaning of a relation, as- will be
demonstrated later.
When the premise of a semantics rule is satisfied,
all variables in the rule should get assigned.
Therefore, the variables in a template can be substituted
accordingly and the function invocations in the template
can be performed. A frame with one slot or a relation
frame can then be formed from the template. Using 'SRI'
as an example, If its relation pattern matches the frame
'RELATION!' and its frame pattern matches the frame
'PAUL', the variables 1 VAR.1', 'VAR2' and' VAR3' should be
assigned with values JOHN1, 'PAUL' and 'DOE'
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of an existing frame in the KB, the above smbstrl
template means that the slot (LAST-NAME DOE) can be added
to the existing frame 'JOHN'. On the other hand,
relation template is used to derive new relation frames.
Therefore, if the relation template (FATHER-OF VAR2 VAR3)
is sviost i tvii©d 3s i
(FATHER-OF JOHN BILL)
then a relation frame whose type and arguments are
identical to that of the substituted relation template






As relation frames and slots of existing, frames may
be derived by semantics rules, there are correspondences
between derivable relation frames or slots and the
semantics rules. Namely, the semantics rule capable of
deriving relations of a certain type is callea the
generator rule of that relation type. Similarly, the
rule which can derive slots of a certain slot name is
called the generator rule of the slot name. For example,
'SRI' is a generator rule of 'LAST-NAME'.
The situations about how a slot can be derived for a
frame and how a relation frame can be derived are
depicted in appendices B and C respectively.
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scneme is outlined from the foregoing discussion. Let us
return to the problem of representing the meaning of a
relation now. Consider the meaning of the relation
1GREATER-THAN'. Besides using semantics rules, the
meaning of this relation can be reflected efficiently by
the function 1GREATER-THAN-GF' whose Lisp definition is
given below:
(DEFUN GREATER-THAN-GF (R X Y)




Namely, 'GREATER-THAN-GF'1 is a function which takes the
contents of a relation specifier as input and determines
whether the number given for its parameter 'X' is greater
than the number given for its parameter 'Y'. In fact,
this function can be thought as a means to verify the
validity of a 'GREATER-THAN' relation. For example,





If the contents of the relation specifier of this
relation frame are given to 'GREATER-THAN-GF', the result
of invocation will be 'NIL' according to the above Lisp
definition of the function. This indicates that the
relation denoted by 'RIDICULOUS-RELATION' is not a valid
one.
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able to determine whether a relation is valid or not, can
reflect the meanings of relations. In our scheme, such a
function must take the contents of a relation specifier
as input, and evaluate to either !T' or 'NIL'. If the
function evaluates to 'T given the contents of a
relation specifier as input, it means that the relation
denoted by the relation specifier is a valid one. In
this case, the corresponding relation frame of the
relation specifier is said to be verified.
This kind of functions is called the generator
function in our scheme. A generator function can be
identified by the 'VERIFY-RELATION' slot of its function
definition frame. The slot value of 'VERIFY-RELATION1 is
the relation type of the relation frames it verifies.
For example, the function definition frame of
'GREATER-THAN-GF1 should somehow look like the following:
(GREATER-THAN-GF-DEF
((FUNCTION-CODE THE ABOVE LISP DEFINITION
(VERIFY-RELATION GREATER-THAN)))
All relation frames which can be verified are called
generative frames while relation patterns
describing generative relation frames are called
pat terns.
If a generative relation frame which is not existent
in the KB before is verified by a generator function, it
can be derived in the KB. In other words, generator
function is another means to derive relation frames. In
this sense, the meaning of a relation can also be
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usage of generator functions is quite different that of
soman tics rules. To derive a relation frame, the frame1s
relation specifier must be known first. This relation
specifier is then input to a generator function to see if
the relation irame can be verified. If so, the relation
frame can then be derived in the KB. For example, if we
want to derive a relation frame whose relation specifier
is (GREATER-THAI! 30 28), then this relation frame can be
derived if the function invocation:
(GREATER-THAN-GF 'GREATER-THAN 30 28)
evaluates to' T;. In this case, a unique frame name for
the verified relation frame will be generated. The
situation is illustrated in appendix D.
In summary, semantics rule and generator function
are two procedural ways to define the -meaning of a
relation in our scheme. The usage of semantics rules is
more flexible and general, including the derivation of
frames and slots. Generator functions can only be used
to derive relation frames whose relation specifiers are
known. On the other hand, since to use a semantics rule
involves pattern matching which is quite a complicated
process, the usage of generator functions is much simpler
and more efficient.
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representation ot incoivtplete know 1 edge is another goal of
our design. Generally speaking, the knowledge about the
entities and relations in the world may be incomplete but
useful. Therefore, an appropriate representation of
incomplete knowledge is needed. In our scheme, we
concentrate on representing incomplete knowledge about
the properties of entities.
As mentioned when frames were introduced previously,
properties of entities are denoted by slots. In the
above presentation of frames, all slots simply contain
exact values. Namely, an exact value is either a Lisp
symbolic atom or a list. Exact values can be used to
represent the property of an entity if the property is
known exactly. For example, the exact value '56' in the
'AGE' slot of the following frame 'JOHN' denotes that the
aae of the person John is fifty six:
( JOHN
((AGE 56)))
However, if the age of John is not known exactly,
but only known to be either fifty six or greater than
seventy, then this piece of incomplete knowledge about
John's age can no longer be represented by an exact value
in the 'AGE' slot of 'JOHN'. To represent the age of
John, two tasks are involved. Firstly, we have to
express that the constraints 'equal to fifty six' and
'greater than seventy' which are imposed on the age of
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John. Assume that the symbol 1 [SLOT-'VALUE] 1 is used to
denote the actual slot value of the 'AGE' slot of 'JOHN1,
the above two constraints can be treated as a 'EQUAL-TOf




In our scheme, constraints on a slot value can be
specified using constraint specifiers (C-Spec). A C-Spec
defines a constraint on the actual slot value of a slot.
There are two kinds of C-Specs:
(1) Exact Value C-Spec
An exact value C-Spec is a list composed of a single
exact value, and constrains a slot value to be equal' Aft
to the exact value in it. For example, the first
1
e»
constraint on the age of John can be expressed by
the exact value C-Spec (56).
(2) RelationaI C-Spec
A relational C-Spec is a relation specifier with a
'[SLOT-VALUE]' argument value. The symbol
'[SLOT-VALUE]' denotes the slot value of which only
incomplete knowledge is available. relational
C-Spec constrains a slot value by specifying a
relation in which the slot value participates. For
example, the second constraint on John's age can be
expressed by the following relational C-Spec:
(GREATER-THAN [SLOT-VALUE] 70)
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the sent,e of the logical connective 'or1. Namely, the
age of John is not meant to be eaual to fifty six and•a
greater than severity at the same time. The only thing we
know is that at least one of the above two constraints is
true. In other words, some means to embed the meaning of
'or' in our scheme must be used.
To do so, the constraint expression (C-Exp) is used
in our KR scheme as a novel device for representing
incomplete knowledge by using C-Specs as well as the
'and' and 'or' connectives. Conceptually, a C-Exp is an
expression of C-Specs connected by either the 'and' or
the 'or' connectives. A C-Exp essentially captures many
kinds of incomplete descriptions of a property by
constraining a slot value using relations and the 'and'
and 'or' connectives. For example, the slot value of the
slot 'AGE5 of 'JOHN' can be expressed as:
(56) or (GREATER-THAN [SLOT-VALUE] 70)
Without loss of generality, we confine the C-Exp to
the disjunctive normal form only. Namely, a C-Exp
consists of a list of C-Spec conjuncts, and each C-Spec
conjunct is simply a list of C-Specs. Using the above
example, the C-Exp below is used. To be more readable,
the two C-Spec conjuncts of this C-Exp are shown on
separate lines:
(( (56))
( (GREATER-THAN [SLOT-VALUE] 70)))
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When a C-Exp is used as the slut vale— oi a slot,
the slot is called. an in v mo 1 ete slot, and a third
element •INCOMPLETE! is appended to it co indicate that
it is an inconip 1 ete slot. For iristance, the f o11 owing
shows a rrame with an incomplete slot, which denotes a
person John whose age is only known to be equal to fifty
six or greater than seventy:
(JOHN
((AGE(( (56))
( (GREATER-THAN [SLOT-VALUE] 70)))
INCOMPLETE)))
Not all frames can have incomplete slots. For
instance, relation frames, definition frames for relation
types and function definition frames are not allowed to
contain any incomplete slot.
A pictorial illustration of our representation of
incomplete knowledge using C-Exp is provided in appendix
E.
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Pattern is an important and complicated component in
our scheme. resides being used in the premise of
semantics rules, patterns are also used in production
rules which will be described in the next section. In
the following, we are going to define the structure and
usage of pattern more precisely.
The structures of a relation pattern and a frame
pattern were outlined in the above explanation of
semantics rules. However, the use of C-Exp in frames had
not been introduced at that time. In fact, C-Exp can
also be used in patterns. In particular, a C-Exp can be
used as the slot value of a frame pattern (but not in a.
relation pattern). As mentioned above, a frame pattern
is used for describing frames intuitively. Since a C-Exp
actually specifies a constraint on a slot value, it can
also be used in a frame pattern as a description of a
frame's slot value. In this case, it specifies a
constraint for a frame pattern to match a frame. For
example, consider the following frame pattern:
(VAR2
((AGE(( (GREATER-THAN [SLOT-VALUE] 50)
(55)))
INCOMPLETE)))
This frame pattern can match a frame which denotes a
person whose age is greater than fifty but is not egual
to fifty five. Note that the C-Specs used in the above
frame patterns is slightly different from those of a
frame. Namely, a~! sign is used in the second C-Spec
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above to indicate that the slot value of 'AGE' is NOT the
number u5. More generally, any C—Spec used in frame
pa11ei us nan oegin with a' sign to mean that the
constraint imposed by the C-Spec is NOT to be observed in
order for the frame pattern to match a frame. For





because the number '56' is greater than the number !50'
and is not equal to the number '551. We refer to any
C-Spec with a'~' sign as an exclusive C~Spec. Other
C-Specs are called inclusive C-Specs.
Since C-Exp can be used in frame patterns, the slot
in frame patterns are slightly different from those in
frames. More precisely, besides having a slot name which
can be a variable, a slot in the frame pattern can
contain one of the following:
(1) an exact value, or
(2) a variable which can match any exact slot value in a
f rame, o r
(3) a variable which can match any exact slot value in a
frame, followed by a C-Exp, or
(4) a C-Exp.
The following shows some possible slots of a frame
pat tern:
(1) (AGE VAR3)
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Intuitively, the first slot matches any 'AGE' slot whose
slot vaiue is an exact value. The second slot matches
any 'AGE' slot whose slot value is an exact value and is
not fifty five. The last one matches any 'AGE'slot whose
slot value is not greater than fifty.
On the other hand, just like there are inclusive and
exclusive C-Speos, a pattern is also either inclusive or
exclusive. Exclusive patterns always begin 'with a'~'
sign, e.g.:
(~ FATHER-OF PAUL VAR1)
Intuitively, exclusive patterns are used to describe
a condition by saying that something is NOT existent in
the world. Depending on whether a pattern is inclusive
or exclusive, the condition for the premise of a
semantics rule to be satisfied is different. This will
be explained more precisely later.
Having explained the structure of a pattern, let us
consider how patterns are used in our scheme. The main
usage of pattern is to match frame. The term 'match' has-
been used in the above discussion in just an intuitive
sense. Roughly speaking, a pattern matches a frame if
the latter fulfills the requirement prescribed by the
former. Since pattern matching is an important process
in the reasoning mechanism of our scheme, a more precise
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i. e f ei eiioen later. In the f ol lowing, we rei'er to the
cumpoiibiits belonginrj to the pattern oiiicl the frame being
matched as pattern objects and data objects respectively.
Since C-Exp and relation's meanings are considered
in determining whether a pattern matches a frame, quite a
lengthy explanation is needed to define the sense of
'match' more precisely. First of ail, we have to
introduce the concept of urii fication:
Def ini t ion _1
Given a pattern object and a data object, an
unificat ion is successful iff either one of the
following is true:
(1) The pattern object is found to be identical to
the data object;
(2) The pattern object is a variable.
In the second case, if the match is successful a
assignment JVA)_ is generated provided that
the data object is not also a variable. The
variable assignment is a list composed of the name
of its variable followed by the data object, e.g.:
(1) (VAR1 20)
(2) (VAR101 (A B (A B) C))
For example, the pattern 'VAR1 unifies with the
data 'JOHN', which is not unifiable by another pattern
1 PAUL'.
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Definition 2
A relation pattern matches a data frame iff its
relation type and argument values unifies with those
of the frame.
For example, the relation pattern (FATHER-OF VAR1





On the other hand, in order for a frame pattern to
match a frame, each slots in the frame pattern must match,
a slot in the frame. This is defined more completely as
follows:
Definition 3
A frame pattern matches a data frame iff:
(1) Its frame name unifies with that of the data
frame, and
(2) Each slot in it matches a slot of the data
f rame.
When no C-Exp is used in a pattern slot, the
criteria for a pattern slot to match a data slo l is guite
straight forward:
Definition 4
A pattern slot which ooes not contain e C n,xp
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unities witlx those of the data. slot.
However, when C-Exp is used in a pattern slot, the
criteria for a pattern slot; to get matched with a data
slot is quite complicated. Intuitive1y, a pattern s1ot
having a C-Exp matches a data slot value if the
constraint imposed by the C-Exp can be proved to be
satisfied by the data slot value. Since a C-Exp is
composed of C-Specs, the task of proving a C-Exp involves
determining whether each C-Spec in it can be proved to be
satisfied by the data slot value:
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A pattern slot which contains a C~Exp pattern
matches a data slot iff its slot name unifies with
that, or the data slot and its C-Exp can be proved
from the data object:
Definition 5.1
A pattern C-Exp is proved from a data slot
value iff at least one of its C-Spec conjunct
patterns is proved from the data slot value.
Definition 5.2
A pattern C-Spec conjunct is proved from a data
slot value iff all its inclusive pattern
C~Specs are proved from the data slot value and
none of its exclusive pattern C-Specs are
proved from the data slot value.
To prove a pattern C-Spec, the meaning of the
relation specified in it (if any) has to be used.
Proving a pattern C-Spec from an exact data slot value is
simpler. Namely, we have to show that the exact data
slot value fulfills the constraints imposed by the
pattern C—Spec. For1 example, assume the pattern C— Spec
is:
(GREATER-THAN [SLOT-VALUE] 50)
and the exact data slot value is '56'. If we can show
that the number '56' is greater than the number '50',
then the pattern C-Spec is proved. The following defines
this more completely:
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Whether a pattern C-Spec is proved from an exact
data slot value can be determined as follows:
(1) for exact value pattern C-Spec:
An exact value pattern C-Spec is proved iff it
unifies with the data slot value.
(2) for relational pattern C-Spec:
A relational pattern C-Spec is proved iff the
relation specifier, obtained by replacing the
1[SLOT-VALUE]s of the C-Spec by the data slot
value, specifies a relation frame which can be
derived from the KB.
Unfortunately, the situation becomes more
complicated when the data slot value is also a C-Exp
itself. In this case, the meanings of relations involved
in the pattern C-Spec and the data C-Exp have to be
consulted. For example, consider the following pattern
C-Spec:
(GREATER-THAN [SLOT-VALUE] 50)
and the data C-Exp:
(( (GREATER-THAN [SLOT-VALUE] 55))
( (SMALLER-THAN [SLOT-VALUE] 60)))
The pattern C-Spec constrains that the data slot value
must be greater than fifty while the data C-Exp
represents that the data slot value is either greater
than fifty five or smaller than sixty. In order to
determine whether the pattern— Spec marches trie ctata
C-Exp, the meanings of the relations 'GREATER-THAN'
'SMALLER-THAN' have to be used. Namely, we have to find
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out, from or known meanings of' GREATER-THAN' and
oWALLER—iHAN, whether a number is greater than fifty
pi ovideci thai, i i is greater than fifty five or is smaller
than sixty. The whole definition of proving a pattern
C opec 11 oil! a o—Exp da ta slo c value is shown be 1 ow:
Definition 7
Whether a pattern C-Spec is proved from a C~Exp data
slot value can be determined as follows:
(1) for exact value pattern C-Spec:
An exact value pattern C-Spec is proved from a
data C-Exp iff it unifies with at'least one of
the exact value C-Specs in EACH C-Spec conjunct
of the data C-Exp.
{2} for relational pattern C-Spec:1
In this case, the set of C~Specs in a data
C-Spec conjunct of the data C-Exp is called a
set. Therefore, the data C-Exp can be
thought as a list of support sets. The
relation frames specified by each support set
of the data C-Exp are added to the KB in turn.
A relational pattern C-Spec is proved from the
data C-Exp iff the relation specifier of it
specifies a relation frame which can be derived
by using ANY ONE of these support sets.
In the previous example, the following two support
sets can be found from the data slot value:
{ (GREATER-THAN [SLOT-VALUE] 55)}
{ (SMALLER-THAN [SLOT-VALUE] 60)}
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Ilie pat tern C-Spec is proved if (GREATER-THAN
[dLOT-VALUE] 50) can be derived both by adding the
relation frame specified by (GREATER-THAU [SLOT-VALUE]
55) to the KB, and by adding the relation frame specified
by (SMALLER-THAN [SLOT-VALUE] 60) to the KB.
The details about how a frame pattern can match a










if the relation frame specified by (GREATER-THAN 56 50)
can be derived from the KB.
When a relation pattern or a frame pattern is found
to match a frame, the variables in the pattern can be
properly assigned with the corresponding value in the
frame. A set of variable assignments would be obtained.
In the following, the term instantiation will be used to
refer to any set of variable assignments. In particular,
the set of variable assignernents used when matching a
pattern to a frame is called a pattern jRtthdUiLitiiAW .1
of the pattern. For example, the following shows a
possible PI of the relation pattern (FATHER-OF VAR1
VAR2):
{ (VAR1 JOHN) (VAR2 PAUL))
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p a 11er1iis asoc iatad wi th a pattein ins tant iat ion set
JLE.IiLL' wnicii is simply the set of Pis of trie pattern.
For instance, the following shows a possible PIS of the
above relation pattern:
{ (VAR1 JOHN) (VAR2 PAUL)}
{ {VAR1 PAUL) (VAR2 PETER)}
{ (VAR1 JOHN) (VAR2 BILL)}}
In case that the pattern does not contain any variable,
an empty PI will be used to denote that the pattern
matches a frame, and the patern's PIS will contain a
single empty set.
Consider when there are more than one? pattern used
together in the premise of a semantics rule. For
instance, consider! 3R1' again: 1
( SRI
{(PREMISE( (FATHER-OF VAR1 VAR2)
(VAR2 {(LAST-NAME VAR3))
(CONCLUSION (VAR1 ((LAST-NAME VAR3)
Assume that the PIS of its relation oattern is:A®
{{ {VAR1 JOHN) (VAR2 PAUL)}}
and the PIS of its frame pattern is:
{{ (VAR2 BILL) (VAR3 40)}}
In this case, although both patterns in 'SRI1 are found
to be matched, the semantics rule cannot be applied
because the variables in it are not consistently assigned
according to the above two PISs and we cannot: apply the
variable assignments found to the template of the rale.
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iff each variable in the instantiations are consistently
assigned throughout each instantiation. Otherwise, they
are inconsistent. a'merged instantiation (MI) is defined
for a given set of Instantiations. The MI is empty if
the set of instantiations is inconsistent. Otherwise, it
it the union of t he Ins tan t i a t i oris I f t he s e t of
instantiations is consistent.
Using the above example of 1 SRIf, if the PISs of the
two patterns in it are:
(VAR1 JOHN) (VAR2 PAUL)
(VAR1 JOHN) (VAR2 BILL)
(VAR2 PETER) (VAR3 20)
(VAR2 BILL) (VAR3 50)
then the following MI can be obtained and used to derive
a slot:
{ (VAR1 JOHN) (VAR2 BILL) (VAR3 50)}
More generally, given a set of patterns each with a
non-empty PIS, the set of all possible Mis is called the
merged instantiation set (MIS) of the set of patterns.
If a pattern in a pattern set has an empty PIS, the MIS
of the pattern set would be empty too.
We are now at a position to define clearly the
criteria for the premise of a semantics rune co be
satisfied. In fact, this criteria is also applicable to
the production rule which will be described in the next
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semantics rule is simply a lis; of p-n.terii,,, we would
give a definition on now a pattern list can be satisfied.
D e f i n i t i o n 3
Given a pattern list, the inclusive MIS of it is the
MIS of a11 it s Inc1usive pa 11 erns whi1e t he
exclusive MIS of it is the MIS of all its exclusive
patterns. The pattern list is satisfied iff either
one of the following is true:
(1) Its Inclusive MIS is non-empty and the MIS of
the Inclusive MIS and exclusive MIS is empty;
(2) It has no inclusive pattern and its exclusive-
MIS is empty.
A satisfied pattern list has a non-empty pattern
list instantiation set (PLIS), which is its inclusive MIS
if the pattern list contains at least one inclusive
pattern. If the pattern list only contains exclusive
patterns, its PLIS contains an empty set to indicate that
the pattern list is satisfied. For example, consider
'SRI' again. The inclusive MIS of its premise is:
{{ (VAR1 JOHN) (VAR2 BILL) {VAR3 50)}}
while the exclusive MIS of its premise is an empty set.
Since only inclusive patterns are used in the premise of
'SRI', the PLIS of its premise is the inclusive MIS.
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production rules in our scheme, these definitions are not
only applicable to semantics rules but also to production
rules, The structure and usage of the production rule
will be explained in the next section.
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As iiieii l ioned in the previous chanter» nrob 1 em
soiving ki iowl edge is most natural ly represented in
production ru 1 es. I,ike semantics rules, production ruIes
are represented as frames in our scheme, The fo11owina
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The antecedent and consequent of a production rule
are defined in the ANTECEDENT1 and 'CONSEQUENT slots
respectively. A production rule in our scheme can
therefore be distinguished from other frames by
possessing an ANTECEDENT1 slot and a CONSEQUENT slot.
An antecedent is simply a list of patterns. Therefore,
the criteria presented in the previous section can be
used to determine whether an antecedent is satisfied.
Intuitively, the antecedent of the above production rule
'PRi1 matches any person entity whose last name is Doe
and whose age is greater than fifty.
On the other hand, a consequent is composed of a
list of actions. An action denotes an operation to be
carried out It is a list composed of an ac liori type a no
a sequence of arguments:
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(AN ACTION TYPE A SEQUENCE ul AKVJHE JTS)
ourrent lv, there are onlv two tvne?; of act i oris•
make-1 rarne action and remove-frame action. The only
action in' PR1! is a mak_ —frame action. A make—frame
action, if carried out, adds a new frame to the KB. The
new frame is specified as an argument of the action. It
is a frame .in which some of the components may be
variables or function invocations. For example, the
frame argument in the action of !PR' contains a function
invocation (GENERATE—FRAME—NAME) which is supposed to
evaluates to a unique frame name. On the other hand, a
remove-frame action, if carried out, deletes an existing
frame to the KB. The frame to be deleted is specified as
an argument of the action, and is a frame name or a
variable which is supposed to be assigned a frame name
after the antecedent is satisfied.
As in common rule-based systems, a production rule
becomes applicable when its antecedent is satisfied after
the pattern matching process. Then, the actions in the
consequent of a production rule may be carried out
according to the instantiation obtained if the production
rule is selected for execution. For example, if the
antecedent of 'PR1' is satisfied with the instantiation:
{ (VAR1 JOHN)}
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aspect of our ICR scheme has been nresented. Namelv. the
r eprese 111 a 11 o n s of e n t i t ies, r elations, s e m a 11 tics rules,
functions and production rules are all explained.
Note that since semantics rules and production rules
are all represented in frames, the patterns in a rule can
match other rules. In addition, a rule can create,
modify and destroy other rules. As mentioned above,
these self-referencing and self-modifying abilities of
rules are desirable. It is because a KBS developed in
our scheme can have some production rules which modifies
or create rules according to the c onten ts of some
existing rules. Davis (1980) had discussed the usage of
this content-referencing ability in KBSs. Namely, a KBS
with content-referencing facilities can perform
meta-level reasoning, e.g., it can improve the existing
rules to obtain better performance. Generally speaking,
meta-level reasoning is recognized in KR as a very
desirable capability of KBSs (e.g. McCarthy, 1968;
Hayes, 1979; Davis, 1980; Barr, 1979; Smith, 1982; etc.)
In the following, we will come to the reasoning
aspect of our scheme. In particular, we will see how
production rules, semantics rules and f u n c t i o r 1 s c a. x 1 d e
used to perform useful inferences 011 the entities and
relations represented in frames.
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The inference mechanism of our scheme is actually a
hybi iu mecnaiiism of data—directed and. goal—directed
reasoning. Namely, production rules are used in
a a ta— direct©d re a s oning whi1e s emantics r u1e s and
generator functions are used in goal-directed reasoning.
Consider the data-directed part first. All production
rules in the KB are actually monitored by a rule
interpreter which undergoes a match-select-perform cycle
indefinitely. During the 'match' phase it looks for
rules whose antecedents are satisfied. -One of these
rules will be chosen in the 'select' phase, and the
actions of the selected rule will be carried out in the
'perform' phase.
A distinguishing feature of our KR scheme lies in
the 'match' phase. As the pattern matcher of traditional
rule systems (e.g. 0PS5 (Forgy, 1981)} can match only
explicit facts, implicit facts implied by the semantics
of relations are also taken into account in our scheme.
In order to achieve this, a goal-directed reasoning
mechanism is used whenever necessary in order to assist
in the data-directed 'match' process. This will be
explained detailedly in the next section.
In the current design, a rule will be selected
randomly from the conflict set.
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patterns in the antecedent must be matched. According to
the above explanation of how a pattern matches a frame,
there are three reasons for using semantics rules and
functions:
( 1) A pattern may match frames derived by using
semantics rules and generator functions.
(2) A pattern may match frames with slots derived by
using semantics rules.
{3} A pattern slot may have to be proved to match a data
slot by using semantics rules and generator
functions.
However, when a semantics rule Is to be used, the
patterns in it must be matched first. This bring us back
again to the problem of matching a pattern, and again we
are faced with the problem of how to use semantics rules
to derive frames or slots in order to match the patterns
in the orginal semantics rule. In fact, this is a
chained pattern matching process.
To capture this chained process in using semantics
rules, we use a match-pattern goal (or simply goal) as an
elementary unit to represent a need to match a pattern.
Intuitively, a goal specifies that a pattern has to oe
matched. As mentioned above, there are more than one way
in which a pattern can get matched. For example, the
pattern may be matched with each existent frame in the
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ft aiiies or sloes of frames which are mate lied by the
pa teem, goals co match the pat terns in the relevant
semantics rules should be generated. Since the usage of
semantics rules is a chained process, a tree of goals rnav
be generated when we attempt to satisfy a goal using
semantics rules.
More precisely, a match-pattern goal records the
information about matching a pattern. In the following,
descriptions of the components of a goal will be given,
interleaved with explanations of the usages fo them.
First of all, a goal consists of the following two
components:
(1) goal name 1
The goal name is a unique identifier for a goal.
(2) pat tern
It is the pattern to be matched.
Goals having relation patterns are called relation
goals. Otherwise, they are called non-relation goal_s.
As will be shown later, relation goals and non-relation
goals are dealt with differently. Besides, If the
patterns of two goals are identical except in the way
variables is named, the patterns are called equivalent
patterns and the goals are called equivalent goals• The
classification of equivalent goals is necessary in our
goal—directed mechanism, and this will be explained
later.
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generate a tree of goals because semantics rules may be
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tlie 05 t3.ee or a goal is called. expansion. The
expansion of a relation goal is different from that of a
non-relation goal. This is because relation frames may
be derived but their slots may not while slots of
non-relation frames may be derived but the frames
themselves may not.
More precisely, for a relation goal, goals to
satisfy the patterns of each generator 'rule for the
relation type of the relation goal's pattern are
generated. On the other hand, for a. non-relation goal,
goals to satisfy the patterns of each generator rule for
the slot name of each slot specified in the non-relcition
goal's pattern are generated. For example,, consider a
goal having the following pattern is to be expand:
(FATHER-OF JOHN VAR1)
Since the following semantics rule is a generator rule
for the relation type 'FATHER-OF':
( SR2
((PREMISE




goals to match the two patterns in 'SR21 are generated.
Tii is can be shown pictorial ly as follows:
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{FATHER-OF JOHN VAR1
(FATHER-OF VAR1 VAR2)
9 O ci. .1 t O i l l ci t C11
(BROTHER-OF VAR2 VAR3)
However, note that 'SR2' is useful only if the first
pattern (FATHER-OF VAR1 VAR2) in the premise of this rule
matches a relation frame such that the variable 'VAR1' is
assigned the value 'JOHN'. In other words, not all Pis
found for (FATHER-OF VAR1 VAR2) are useful in satisfying
the goal of matching the pattern (FATHER-OF JOHN VAR1).
More generally, when a match-pattern goal is used
especially for satisfying another match-pattern goal,
some requirement may be imposed on the possible values
for the variables in the goal's pattern. In the above-
example, the 'VAR1' of the pattern (FATHER-OF VAR1 VAR2)
is constrained to the value 'JOHN' only.
The process of expanding a goal is not finished
here. In fact, each generated goal will itself be
expanded until it is found to be equivalent to an
expanded goal. Ail expanded, goals are called producer
goals while their equivalent but not expanded goals are
called consumer goals. The reason for avoiding
equivalent goals to be expanded more than once is
twofold. Firstly, the expansion of a goal is guaranteed
to halt if the set of' semantics rules in the KB is
finite. Besides, since the PISs of the patterns of
equivalent goals can be transformed from one to another
easily by noting the correspondences of the names of the
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goals are simply needless.
Having explained how a goal can be expanded In a
deciaable way, let us see how the result of expanding a
goal can be stored in the goal Itself. First of all,
consider a typical goal tree which may be generated when
a goal is expanded:
{TO USE SEMANTICS RULE
'SRI')
(TO USE SEMANTICS RULES
'SR2' AND 'SR3')
Each level of a goal tree can actually be described
by a set of derivators. A derivator is a list composed
of the name of a semantics rule and a sequence of goal
names:
(A SEMANTICS RULE NAME A SEQUENCE OF GOAL NAMES)
For example, the first and second levels of the goal tree
shown above can be described as; the following two sets of
derivators respectively:
{ {SRI GOALI GOAL2)}
{ (SR2 G0AL3 G0AL4)
(SR3 GOAL5)}
In other words, the goal tree of a goal can be recorded
in derivators. More precisely, the following component
of a goal is used:
(3) derivator set
The derivator set of a goal is used to hold the
result of expanding the goal. For relation goals,
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the de i1 a tor sei s ii«?
tor non~ r e .1 at ion goals, the derivator set is a set
J~ j._4.Q t Ofcji'iva 1or 1. is c. A sio I derI vator list
records the derivators used in deriviria a particular
slot in the pattern of the goal. It is a list
c o m p o s e d of a s .1 o t 11 a m e a n d a s e quence of
derivators:
(A SLOT NAME A SEQUENCE OF DERIVATORS)




then the slot derivator list for deriving the
'LAST-NAME' slot looks like:
(LAST-NAME A SEQUENCE OF DERIVATORS)
On the other hand, for a set of equivalent goals,
the producer goal would contain (4) while the consumer
goals contain (5):
(4} consumer goal set
It is a set of the goal names of the goal's consumer
goals.
(5) producer goal
It is the goal name of the goal's producer goal.
The derivator set of a consumer goal is an empty set-
while that of an expanded goal whose goal tree has only
one single goal contains a single empty set.
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requirement imposed on. the possible values of the
vai iables in a goal• s pattern when the cjoal is used
particularly for satisfying another goal:
(6) requirement
An instantiation called requirement is used to
specify the allowable values for the variables in
the pattern of a. goal.
As mentioned in Def. 7, the relation frames
specified in a support set obtained from the slot of a
frame may be added to the KB in order to prove a C-Spec
in a frame pattern. Since a C-Spec may be proved by
applying a semantics rule, goals to match the patterns In
the rule may be generated when a C-Spefc is to be proved
by using a support set together with the KB. To store a
support set when matching a pattern in these goals, the
following component is used:
(7) support set
The support set is simply a set of C-Specs. It is
non-empty when the match-pattern goal is generated
within the context in which a pattern C-Spec is
being proved to be satisfied by a C~Exp data slot
value.
Lastly, a goal is satisfied iff the frames existent
or derivable from the KB and its support set, which are
matched by the pattern of the goal according to the
requirement, are found exhaustively. In other words, two
steps are involved. Firstly, the PIS of the pattern of
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the goal has to be found. Secondly, the PIS ha s h» he
j. lit. e led uy 'cue re qui re merit of the goal. Given an
expanded goal, the process of trying to satisfy it is
ca 11ed exploration. The resu.It of an exp 1 oration 1 s
stored in the foliowing component of a goaI:
(8) result
The Pis found for the pattern of a goal which are
consistent with the goal's requirement are stored in
the result of the goal.
Having presented the components of a match-pattern





{ (FATHER-OF JOHN PAUL)
(BROTHER-OF PAUL BILL)}




























Goal expansion and exploration are two major steps
involved to satisfy a goal. Since the expansion of a
goal has been outlined above when the derivator set of a
goal is explained, let us consider how an expanded goal
can be explored.
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IH10 explore t ion oj. a match—pattern goal is Qui te a
complex process. Given the goal tree of the goal, the
rIS of the pattern of each goal in the goal tree has to
oe i o unci first. The result of each goal can then be
obtained by filtering the PIS by the requirement. While
the filtering process can be accomplished easily by
consistently merging the Pis found with the requirement
of the goal, the task to determine the PIS of the pattern
in the goal is not so obvious. Consider what frames can
be matched by a pattern first. As mentioned above, a
pattern in a goal may match the existent frames In the
KB. Besides, a relation pattern may also match frames
derived by semantics rules or verified by generator
functions. In addition, a frame pattern may also match-
frames whose slots are derived by semantics rules. The
fallowing sub-division of the PIS of a pattern in a goal
may be used to summarize this:
( 1 hs si r: PTE
It contains Pis found by matching the pattern with
the existing frames in the KB.
(2) derived PIS
It contains derived Pis found by matching the
pattern with trie frames which themselves or whose
slots are derived by using semantics rules.
Q 7pp i f i Pfi PTR
It contains ye ri. fled Pis found by matching the
pattern with the frames derived after they are
verified by generator functions.
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verified Plus or the pa c tern in trie goal must be found
x. ii'st. Among the abuse three, only the basic PIS can be
found in a straignt. forward way. The way in which the
derived and verified PISs are found is not; so trivial.
Consider the verified PIS first. While the basic PIS and
derived PIS of a pattern can be found exhaustively, its
verified PIS cannot. For instance, consider the
following generative relation pattern:
(GREATER-THAN VAR1 VAR2)
This pattern should have an infinite number of Pis if the
generator function 'GREATER-THAN—GF11 mentioned
previously is considered because 'GREATER-THAN' is
actually an infinite-to-infinite relation. Certainly, no-
algorithm can be expected to enumerate an infinite set of
possible Pis.
In order to use generator functions more fruitfully
in matching a relation pattern, we can only hope to find
those useful verified Pis from the possibly infinite set
of verified Pis for the relation pattern.
Fortunately, there are two ways to determine the
useful verified Pis of a pattern. Firstly, since a
generative pattern is usually used together with other
patterns in a rule, a PI of it must be consistent with
the Pis of other patterns in the same rule In order that
a PLI for the rule can be formed. Therefore, the
variables in a generative pattern can be assigned
according to the Mis found for other patterns in the same
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rule. 7ae resulting relation speoifiers can -hen be
input to the relevant generator funo11ons. If a re2atiori
irame speciiled oy one of these relation specifiers is
verified, die derived relation frame can contribute to
the verified PIS of the generative pattern. For example,
if the above generative pattern is used with other
patterns whose PISs are merged into the following two
Mis:
(VAR1 30) (VAR2 20)
{VAR1 20) (VAR2 50)
then the following relation specifiers may be generated:
(GREATER-THAN 30 20)
(GREATER-THAN 20 50)
By using 1GREATER-THAN-GF11, the relation frame specified
by the first relation specifier can ice derived. This
derived frame contributes to the following PI of the
verified PIS of the generative pattern:
(VAR1 30) (VAR2 20)
Secondly, a requirement may be specified in a goal
which has a generative pattern. Since the requirement is
simply a set of variable assignments, the verified Pis
for the generative pattern of the goal may also be found
in a similar way as above.
As the reader may notice, the above method to use
Generator functions depends on whether ail the variaoj.es
in a generative pattern can be assigned by the Mis of
other patterns in the same rule or the requirement of the
corresponding goal. More generally, given a set of
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vai. iabje assignmenis, the set of variab.] es which can be
assigned values is called the coverahle set of the set of
variable assignments. For example, if:
51= {VAR1 VAR5}
52= {(VAR1 20) (VAR2 JOHN) (VAR3 PAUL)
(VARA DOE) (VAR5 55)}
then the set Si is said to be a coverable set of 32.
Therefore, in order for a generative pattern to
match verified relation frames, the set of variables in
the pattern must be a coverable set of the Mis of other
patterns in the same rule and the requirement, if any, of
the corresponding goal.
Having discussed the method to find verified Pis of
a pattern, let us come to the probhem of finding the
derived PIS of a pattern. Since a semantics rule may be
satisfied by the application of another semantics rule,
the semantics rules in a KB are not independent of each
other. For example, assume that both rule A and rule B
are the generator rules of the relation type of a
relation pattern in the other rule. If rule B is found
to be satisfied after an application of rule A, the
result of applying rule B may trigger another application
of rule A. This in turn may cause anotrier application of
rule B and the frames or. slots derived may also trigger
another application of -rule A. This iterative process
continues until no change in the PISs of the patterns in
the rules can be found.
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Unfortunately, this iterative process may never halt
it there are infinitely many derivations. Since slots
can only be derived for existent frames, the number of
derivaole slots is finite if the number of frames in the
KB is finite. However, relation frames may be derived
indefiniLely. For example, if the following semantics
rule is involved, the iterative process would never stop:
(BAD-ISR
{(PREMISE
( (GREATER-THAN VAR1 VAR2))))
(CONCLUSION
(GREATER-THAN (ADD 1 VAR1) VAR2))
Namely, a relation frame derived by 'BAD-ISR' can trigger
another application of the rule to derive a different
relation frame. If 'BAD-ISR' Is used, the set of
derivable 'GREATER-THAN' relations would be infinite.
Surely, there is no point to expect a finite procedure to
be capable of deriving an infinite set. y
Therefore, we assume that the set of derivable
relations of a KB is finite. The set of derivable
relations of a KB is called the derivat ion closure of the
KB. By assuming the finiteness of the derivation closure
of a KB, the iterative process for finding the derived
PIS of a pattern is guaranteed to halt. This assumption
does not mean that infinite relations like 'GREATER-THAN'
cannot be dealt with in our scheme. As can be seen irom
the above discussion about verified PIS, infinite
relations such as 'GREATER-THAN' can be captured in
generator functions whose usages are always decidable.
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Rawing discussed some problems and solutions about
finding the basic, verified and derived PISs of the
pa ctern 01 a goal, let us return to the problem of goal
explore cion. Assume that the goal tree of the goal to be
explored has been found, the following procedure explores




The basic PIS of the pattern of each producer goal
is found first. In case the pattern contains no
variable, the verified PIS of it should also be
found. If the support set of the goal is not empty,
the pattern is also matched with each relation
frames specified by the relation specifiers in the
support set. Each PI found is therr distributed to
the result of the producer goal and the results of
the corresponding consumer goals, after yfi 1 tered by
the requirement of each goal.
For each goal having generative pattern, new
relation specifiers are formed according to its
pattern by assigning the variables of the pattern
using the variable assignments of the Mis of the
results of other goals at the same level in the goal
tree and the requirement of the goal. Attempts to
verify the relation frames specified by these newly
formed relation specifiers are then made. Those
verified will contribute to the verified PIS of the
original generative pattern. These Pis are then
added to the result of the goal.
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snould have been partially found, and some semantics
i u 1 es iiiv uiveu may have oecome appl icaDie. For each
producer goa 1 in the goa.1 tree. a t tempt to appIy
each semantics rule specified in its derivator is
made in turn,, using the criteria defined in Def. 8.
For relation goals, relation frames matching the
pattern may be derived while for non-relation goals
slots may be derived for existing frames in the KB.
If a slot is derived for an existing frame, this
slot will have to be matched with the corresponding
slot of the frame pattern in the goal. In
particular, if a C-Exp is used in the slot of the
frame pattern, goal-directed inferences to prove the-
C-Specs in the C-Exp from the slot value of the
derived slot may be invoked. After all, some
derived Pis of the goal's pattern may be found.
Each PI found is then distributed to the result of
the producer goal and the results of the
corresponding consumer goals after the PI Is
filtered by the requirement of each goal.
(4) If no change in the PIS of the pattern in each goal
of the goal tree is found after (3), then the
exploration is finished. Otherwise, go back to (2).
The goal—directed reasoning may be illustrated more
concretely in the example presented in the next section.
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(1)
Suppose that a KBS 'knows' the followinq:
Instance
(1) John Doe is the fathei of Paul.
(2) Bill is the brother of Paul.
(3) Bill is forty years old.
(2) Principles
(1) A father must at least be fifteen years older
than his son.
(2) Brothers have the same father.
(3) The knowledge of addition, particularly the
following:
15+ 4 0= 55
(4) If number A is greater than number B and number
B is greater than number C, then number A is
greater than number C.
(5) Another piece of knowledge about large and
small, in particular the following:
5 5 5 0
With these pieces of knowledge, it is reasonable to
expect that an intelligent agent should be able to use
the following rule:
If some Mr. Doe is over fifty, tell him to join
the Doe's Club of the Retired Man.
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In order to use the above rule, the 'If' part of it
must be satisfied by what is known. Let us see how this
can be realized in a KBS using our scheme.









The principles (1), (2) and (4) can be represented
by defining the following semantics rules for the
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Principles(:';) and (5) can also be captured in the
generator function of 1 GREATER-THAN' and the function
'ADD' defined below:
(DEFUN GREATER-THAN-GF1 (R X Y)
(COND ({EQUAL R 'GRATER-THAN)
(COND(( X Y) T)
(T NIL)))))
{DEFUN ADD (X Y)
(+ X Y))
Lastly, the 'If' part of the rule actually consists
of a decide how the variables single pattern, which
should be satisfied by the frame 'JOHN' if the principles




(AGE( (GREATER-THAN[ SLOT-VALUE] 50)))
INCOMPLETE))))
The mechanism in which the pattern matches the frame
'JOHN' during the 'match' phase will be roughly shown
below. In particular, the meanings of the relation
'FATHER-OF' and 1GREATER-THAN' are used to deduce
implicit facts and reason on incomplete knowledge.
(1) The goal 'GOALO' is generated for matching the
oattern to 'JOHN', In order for the frame to be
matched by the pattern, the appropriate 'AGE' slot
must be derived for it. Since 'SRI' is identified
as the generator rule of 'AGE', two goals to match
the two patterns in the premise of 'SRI' are
generated:




(AGE ((GREATER-THAN [SLOT-VALUE] 50)))
iNGOMPLEic,)))}
{ (VAR1 JOHN)}






(2) 'G0AL1' can be expanded by using' SR2' while 'G0AL2'
can be expaned by ?SR1'. At this stage, no more
goal expansion needs be performed. 'G0AL1' is found
to be the producer goal of 'GOALS' and 'GOALS', and
'G0AL2' is found to be the producer1 goal of 'GOALS'.
The goal trees resulting from the expansion of the
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(3) The Pis of the pattern each producer goal is found
by matching the patterns to the frames in the KB.
Since no generative patterns are involved, the
verified PIS of them are empty. The goa.1 trees
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(4) Each semantics rule involved in the goal trees is
applied in turn. Since only the 1SR21 is found to
be applicable, the results of the equivalent goals
'G0AL1', 'GOALS' and 'GOALS' are changed as follows:'
(VAR1 JOHN) (VAR2 PAUL)}
(VAR1 JOHN) (VAR2 BILL)}}
(5) Since there are changes in the involved patterns'
PISs, the applications of the involved semantics
rules continue in the next round. In this time, the
'SRI' is found to be applicable in 'G0AL0'. The
slot:
(AGE( (GREATER-THAN [SLOT-VALUE] 55))
INCOMPLETE)
is derived for 'JOHN'. An attempt is then made to
prove that the frame 'JOHN' is really matched by the
pattern in 'G0AL0'First of all, both the frame
name and the slot (LAST-NAME DOE) in the pattern of
'GOALO' get matched in the data frame 'JOHN'. The
remainina task to show that 'JOHN' is really matched
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matcued by the sIot:
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I ubu i i3i;uiiLiv~TrIAN[ SJUOT-VALUE] 50))
INCOMPLETE)
Since a C-Exp is used in the pattern slot, the
following goals are generated, with the only support




{ (GREATER-THAN [SLOT-VALUE] 50)}





















Since the patterns of 'GOALS' and 'G0AL9' are the
same, only 'GOALS' is chosen for expansion. The'J, A-
following shows the goal tree after the basic PIS of
the pattern in 'GOALS' is found:
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{ (GREATER-THAU [SLOT -VALUE] 50}}
















(7) Since 'GREATER-THAN' is a generative relation, the
following relation specifer is generated for





The relation frame specified by this relation
specifier is verified by the generator function for
'GREATER-THAN' because the invocation:
(GREATER-THAN-GF1 'GREATER-THAN 55 50}
evaluates to 'T'. The goal 'G0AL11' is satisfied
with the result:
{ (VAR2 55} (VAR3 50}}
The implication semantics rule 'SR3' is found to be
anplicable. The goal 'GOAL7' is satisfied with the
r e s u 11:
{ (VAR1 [SLOT-VALUE]) (VAR2 50)}
No more application of 'SR3' is possible. With the
success of the exploration of 'GOAL?', the pattern
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(AGE( (GREATER-THAN [SLOT-VALUE] 50)}
INCOMPLETE)
is found to match the derived slot
(AGE( (GREATER-THAN [SLOT-VALUE] 55))
INCOMPLETE)
of the frame 'JOHN'. In conclusion, the pattern in
'GOALO' matches the frame 'JOHN'. The result of
'GOALO' is changed as follows:
{{ (VAR1 JOHN)}}
Since no more application of semantics rules is
possible, the exploration of 'GOALO' is completed.
The goal is satisfied with a single result which




ON REALIZING THE SEMANTIC PATTERN MATCHING
The presented KR scheme can be regarded as a
frame-based production system. Compared to ordinary
production systems, it is much more complex and powerful
in that its sense of match is substantially extended.
The effects of semantics rules, C-Exps and functions are
all taken into consideration. As a result, a significant-
amount of work is needed in order to determine whether a
pattern really matches a frame.
It turns out that the 'match' phase of our system is
the most difficult part and is very different from those
of most existing production systems. In particular, the
goal-directed reasoning mechanism for matching patterns
is unique in most existing rule-based systems (e.g., 0PS5
(Brownston, 1985), ART (Williams, 1983), KEE (rikes
Kehler, 1985)).
In this chapter, we will concentrate on how the PIS
of a pattern can be found. As explained in the previous
chapter, goal-directed inferences can be used to find the
PIS of a pattern. Since the usage of semantics rules is
i 11vo1ved i ri the goa1-direc ted process, we have to f1 iid
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ir- L;J-•J•-• -i a s t iii ct s«iiucixil] if;s !ruJ..0 bei ore we
can clPiJ-y i i. j..u the goal -directed process. As mentioned
in Ciie p re 1 o us cuapter, the method to find the PL IS of
the pattern list In a semantics rule is also applicable
when tne PLIS of a production rule has to be found during
the data-directed reasoning. As a result, by
concen ti'd linu on the problem of how the PIS of a pattern
can be found, the most complicated tasks involved in the
data-directed mechanism and the goal-directed mechanism
of our KR scheme are essentially dealt with.
In the following, we will concentrate ori the design
and analysis of feasible algorithms for the goal-directed
reasoning mechanism for pattern matching. Algorithms
V
will be presented and followed by analyses of their
c omp1exitie s.
y
In particular, an imperative algorithmic language is
designed to describe our algorithms. We believe that
this language should be intuitive and concise enough to
be understood easily.
By using this algorithmic language, the overall
solution will be presented as abstractly as possible.
For example, concepts such as sets, lists, i.ables,
search. retrieval, etc., which can themselves be
Implemented in many different ways, are used as
elementary terms in the suoseguent uiscussion. Tne
reason for this is twofold. Firstly, we believe that
there are many possible imp16mentations or ou.i solution
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cirii-i it would not: very des irab 1 to: .1... j down to a
par ticular existing lancxuage. Besides, bv suporessing--J w ,J '2 i, c, 'J
iuos I j. rrelevant ancJ boiing iinpieiaeiit:at: 1 oii d.eta11 s, the
ideas of our algorithms can be elucidated more
effectively and understood iaore easi1v.
In the following, an informal explanation of this
algorithmic language as well as our conventions to
analyse the complexity of algorithm will be given first.
The realization of the goal-directed reasoning mechanism
will then be presented.
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0ne o f the mos t i mpor tan t f ea ti i r es:» f t: ie a 1, yov i 1111n
language we choose to express our algorithms Is that It
hides most of the Implementation details about
complicated data structures. Variables are used to hold
data of these complicated data structures without the
need of any explicit type declaration.
In particular, the following kinds of complicated
data structures are extensively used in our algorithms






A set is a collection of homogeneous data elements.
V
In particular, the empty set is denoted by• An
element can be put into a set by the f+F operator
while the union of two sets can be obtained by using
the 'U' operator.
List
A list is a sequenced collection of data elements.
The empty list is denoted by'()'. A list can be
constructed by using the pre-defined function
'list1, and elements can be put into a list by the
'+ f operator.
Table
A table is an indexed collection of data elements.
Each element is indexed by an entry. Given a table
and an entry, the indexed element can be stored or
retrieved in constant time. i lis symbol[] is usee
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to aeuot.e an empty table. To refer to an element In
a table,, we can specify a table followed by an entry
enclosed in square brackets. For Instance, the
element indexed by entry 'E' in table 1T' can be
referenced by (T[E]!.
Besides, convenient notations are designed to refer
to tne information associated with a data structure.
Four symbolic operators are used: and''.
In case that more than one of these symbols are used
together such that ambiguity may result, brackets can be
used to indicate the precedence of reference. On the
other hand, no bracket is needed if there cannot be any
ambiguity. The notations are explained below:
(1) Intrinsic Data Reference
There are various kinds of objects in our KR scheme
such as frames, patterns, rules, ,etc. As defined
in the previous chapter, each of these objects is
associated with various kinds of data. Some of
these data are properties of the data object while
some are components of it. For example, the frame
name of a frame is an intrinsic component of that
frame while and the number of slots in that frame is
an intrinsic property of it. To refer to these
intrinsic data, the symbol'.' is used. For
example, the frame name and the number of slots of a
frame variable !F' can be referenced by:
F. s 1 ot-narne
F.number-of-slots
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slot oi a frame, cannot be modified independently.
In c 11 ese cases, i t is not riecessary to store tiie
a a t a e x[) I i c i 11 y. W e o n 1 y ass u m e t h a 1: t h e i n t r i nsic
data is available wheri needed. For exampie, the
number of slots of a frame may not be kept
explicitly but is computed whenever it is retrieved.
The use of intrinsic data reference is a powerful




As described in Chapter two, frames, relation
frames, functions, semantics rules and production
rules are ail identifiable by a unique name. B
these objects can be referred to by using-
identificat ion references. The symbol'~ 1 is used
especially for this. For example, the variable
'Name' which holds a frame name can be used to refer
to the frame in KB having this frame name by using:
Name ~frame
Attached Data Reference
Besides components, arbitrary information may be
attached to a data structure. The symbol 1@' is
used to refer to any attached data or a oata
structure. For exampie, if the information± is
attached to the frame variable 'Frame', then Mie
following refers to this piece of attached
informat ion:
I@ F r a m e
Attached data reference is especially designed for
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{4) Rei0 rence by Va1ue
The element in a set may be referred to by
specifying its value. It is particularly useful
when referring to the attached data of the elements
in a set. For example, assume that each element in
a set variable 'Set:' is attached an information 'I',
and the content of 'Set' is:
{ John mary paul bill}
If the variable 'Value' hold the value 'John', then
the 'I' information attached to the first element is
referred to by the following:
I@(Set Value}
Having explained the data structure and retrieval
notation, the structure of an algorithm can be described
now. Actually, an algorithm is composed of an algorithm
header followed by a numbered sequence of statements. An
algorithm header consists of an algorithm name and a list
of arguments separated by commas:
Algorithm ALGORITHM N A ME A LIST OF ARGUMENT
SEPARATED BY COMMAS
There are five major types of statements which can
be used in an algorithm:
( 1) Iterative Statements
Iterative procedures can be specified as:
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[in A SET] do
A SEQUENCE OF STATEMENTS
The specified sequence of statements will be
executed once for each specified element in the
specified set. A variable name may be used to
denote the current specified element in each
iteration. Moreover, the set specified after the
'In' symbol is optional if where the specified
elements resides is trival and not important.
During an iteration, if an 'exit' statement Is
executed then the iteration will be terminated and
the first statement after the iteration loop wilJ be
executed. Since iterative statements may be nested,
an integer can be specified in an 'exit' statement
to indicate the depth of the exit. -For example,
depending on the value of 'NT is either 1,2 or 3,
statement A 2, or will be executed
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if CONDITION then
A SEQUENCE OF STATEMENTS
[else
A SEQUENCE OF STATEMENTS]
where the 'else' part enclosed in square brackets is
optional. As Its mnemonics suggests, the specified
sequence of statement after 'then' will be executed
if the specified condition evaluates to true.
Otherwise, the sequence of statements after 'else',
If any, will be executed. Like most algorithmic
programming languages, the condition can be
specified using the 'and', 'or' and 'not' operators.
Sub-Algorithm Invocation Statements
Algorithms can be invoked by using invocation
statements. An Invocation statement is composed of
an algorithm name followed by an argument list:
(3)
(4)
AN ALGORITHM NAME AN ARGUMENT LIST SEPARATED
BY COMMAS
All arguments are supposed to be passed by value
except those preceded by a var, which means pass
by reference. In this case, an algorithm invocation
may modify the input arguments.
Assignrnent Statement
Assignment statements are used to assign values to
variables. An assignment statement has two sides.
The left hanad side of It specifies the objects to
be assigned value while its right hand side
describes the value to be assigned. In addition,
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~ uciii oe more than one variable being assigned
values at the same time, by using the following
format:
A LIST OF VARIABLES SEPARATED BY COMMAS
-- A VALUE
For example, the following assigns the set {1 2} to
the variables 'Instl' and 'Inst2':
Instl, Inst2--{} -f 1+ 2
Sometimes an algorithm returns a value, and its
invocation statements may therefore be used in the
right hand side of an assignment statement.
A1gorithm Termination Statement
The algorithm termination statement consists of an
optional value which is supposed to be returned to
where the algorithm is invoked:
return AN OPTIONAL RETURN VALUE•
(5)
Like most programming languages, there is a set of
pre-defined algorithms in our language. All of them are
so primitive that we believe that it would not be
appropriate to mention the implementation of them here.
All the pre-defined hi lgorithms are explained in appendix
p. In the following presentation of our algorithms,
these pre-defined ones will appear completely in
lower-case letters such that they can be distinguished
easily from our algorithms.
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more c n a i i one Iactoi'. This is especia11y true for
ai901 J- turns wnicn invokes many other a1go ritlims. Since .it
is oilen confusing to presax11 aII the factors in the
complexity of an algorithm when the number of factors
becomes large. not all factors will be selected to be
mentioned in the following analyses of algorithms.
There are two criteria for selecting a factor in
discussing the complexity of an algorithm:
(1) The factor is directly controllable with respect to
the algorithm.
(2) The factor is significant in the ccfmplexity of the
aIgorithm.
Since these two criteria may seem to be quite
subjective indeed, it is hoped that the rationale behind
our selection will be more apparent from an example. For
instance, assume that the complexity of expanding a goal
is proportional to the number of semantics rules in the
KB, the number of slots in the frame patterns referred to
by the goals in the goal tree, and the number of
arguments in the relation patterns referred to oy che
goals in the goal tree. In this case, only the first-
factor, that is, the number of semantics rules in the KB,
will be mentioned in the complexity of the goal expansion
aIgorithm.
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complexities of our algori thins can be und.. sto: ..ore
intuitively. The tradoff is that on 1 analysis is muchmL
less mathematical. However, since our goal is to show
than the goal-directed mechanism suggested In die
previous chapter can be realized computationally, we
prefer to give the reader more intuitive understanding of
our algarithms.
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1 n cciis sect ion, we are croincr to oresent the nrerisp
a 1 g o r i 11 i n t s a s w e 1.1 a s 111 e i r c o m p 1 e x i t y p r o p e r t i e s f o r
the goal-directed mechanism using the
algorithmic language described previously.
Our presentation will begin with the algorithmic
solutions to two problems which are comparatively simpler
and more primitive.
Firstly, the problem of generating the MIS from a
set of instantiation sets (PISs or MISs) will be dealt
with. This problem can be broken into a simpler problem
which is concerned with the generation of a MI from two
instantiations (Pis or Mis). 1
Secondly, we will propose an algorithm to determine
whether a pattern unifies with a data and to find the
corresponding variable assignment.
With the algorithmic solutions to the above two
problems, the algorithmic realization of our
goal-directed reasoning mechanism will then be presented.
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Consider how two sets of instantiations can be
m e r g e d fir s t. T h e f o 11 o w i ng a 1 g o r i 11i in' M e r g e 21S s 1
achieves tiiis oy making use of the 1 cons is tent—p1
pre-defined algorithm. 'Merge2ISs' takes two sets of
instantiations and returns the corresponding merged
instantiation set.
Algorithm Merge2ISs (131, IS2)
1 If (IS1={}) or (IS2-{}) then
1 return{}
2 MIS--{}
3 for each instantiation Instl in IS1 do
1 for each instantiation Inst2 in IS2 do
1 if consistent-p (Instl, Inst2) then
1 MIS— MIS+ (Instl U Ins12)
4 return MIS
M e r ging Two Ins tan tia tion Sets
The cliche of !Merge2ISsf lies In the built-in
boolean function 'consistent-p' which determines whether
two instantiations are consistent. While there are many




The instantiation having the smaller number of
variable assignments. is chosen and marked as
'Instl'. The other is marked as 'Inst2'.
For each variable assignment in 'Instl', the
variable assignment having the same variable name in
'Inst 2' is retrieved. If one is found, the two are
compared to see if they are the same. If they are
different the two instantiations are inconsistent.
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The complexity of the above algorithm is
proportional to the cardinality of the smaller
ilis tan lici l ion, proiQ6u that any variable assignment car;
be retrieved from an instantiation in constant time.
This may be accomplished by making use of proper hashing
facilities for retrieval. On the other hand, the
complexity of 'Merge2ISsf, due to the nested 'for' loops,
is proportional to the square of the average number of
instantiations in an instantiation set.
With !Merge2ISs!, the Merge Instantiation Sets








if cardinality-of (ISS)- 2 then
1 AnotherIS-- any-of (RemainingISS)
2 return Merge2ISs (AnylS, AnotherlS)
else
1 RemainingMIS— MergeISS (RISS)
6 return Merge2ISs (AnylS, RemainingMIS)
Ins tantiat ion Sets Merge
Since 'MergeISS' essentially performs 'Merge2ISs' as
many times as the number of instantiation sets in the
given ISS, its complexity is proportional to the average
number of instantiation sets in an iso Limes tiie squaie
of the average cardinality of an instantiation set.
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The a 1 aox1 i 111«n to perf orm unif i.;atlora Is sho on I:; -1 ow.
It is completely based on Def. 1 arid should be quite
s t raight f o rward:
Algorithm Unify (Pattern, Data, var VA)
1 if var-p (Pattern) then
1 if not var-p (Data) then












Furthermore, since every operation involved In
!Unify' can be performed in constant time, the complexity
of 'Unify' should also be constant.
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J. o. 3 Gusj_ Expansion
i i ie goa j -airec i:ec j j-eason 1 no jiftchar i sin i r t rod11cad•; vi
tne preceding chapter is the major component of our
aesign. basicaily this mechanism can be broken into two
phases. curing the first phase, a goal is expanded and a
goal tree is obtained. The expanded goal is then
explored. In this section, we will concentrate on how a
goal can be expanded first.
Depending on whether the goal is a relation goal,
the algorithm for goal expansion is different. When
expanding a relation goal, each generator rule of the
relation type of the pattern in the relation goal is
identified. For non-relation goals, each each generator-
rule of the slot name in each slot of the pattern in the
goal is identified. Goals to match the patterns of these
generator rules are then created and expanded in turn.
Generator rules for relation types and slot names are
supposed to be known first. As mentioned in Chapter 1,
this can be easily done using the unification algorithm
1Unify1.
In order to avoid infinite goal generation, a table
of goal names can be used to hold the goal names of all
producer goals generated so far in trie goal expansion
process, each of these goal names is indexed by the
pat tern of the named g o d j. A j 11 o n q d set or e g u i v at i e ri t
goals, only one pattern in them will be used as an index
in the table of producer goals' names. Tins pattern will
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'~x~ 1~ v..ne jjroq11ugr nM 10rn of Lhe other patterns in
the equivdienc goals. By using a table of producer
goals names, equivalent goals are prevented to be
expanded twice.
1 rie a j.gor i ciims nxpanoRe 1 a11 onGoa 1' and
'ExpandNonRelationGoal! take as input a goal and a table
of producer goals' names, and expand the given relation







Relat ionTypje--( Goal, pat tern). type
for each generator rule GR for RelationType do
1 Inst--{}
2 UsefuIGR— true
3 N-- length (Goal.pattern)
4 for each integer I in [1, N] do
1 if Unify (nth (I, GR.template),
nth (I, Goal.pattern, VA) then
1 Inst-- augment-inst (Inst, VA,,
Consistent}






5 if UsefulGR then
1 DerivatorSet-- DerivatorSet+
GenerateGRGoals
(Goal, ProducerGoalNameTable, GR, Inst)
4 return DerivatorSet
ExpandTLL2 a Relation Goal









for each Integer SlotNum in [1, N] do
1 PatternSlot-- nth-slot (SlotNum, Goal.pattern)
2 SlotDerivatorList— list (PatternSlotName)
3 for each generator rule GR for
PatternSlot.slot-name do
1 if Unify {GR.template.slot-name,
PatternSlot.slot-name, VA)





5 if not (incomplete-p (PatternSPot) or
incomplete-p (GR.template.slot)) then
1 If Unify (GR.template.slot-value,
PatternSlot.slot-value, VA)
1 Inst-- augment-inst (Inst, VA,
Consistent)




6 if UsefulGR then
1 SlotDerivatorList-- SlotDerIvatorList+
GenerateGRGoals
(Goal, ProducerGoalNameTable, GR, Inst)
4 DerivatorSet-- DerivatorSet+ SlotDerivatorList
4 return DerivatorSet
Expanding a Non-Relation Goal
In these two algorithms, a sub-algorithm
'GenerateGRGoals1 is used to generate sub-goals according
to a generator rule. The algorithm 'GenerateGRGoais1
takes a goal, a producer goal name table, a generator
rule and an instantiation as input. It generates a
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uerivator for the original goal and uoes on to exoano
i.hose sno-goals generated which are found to be producer
go 01. A11 g o a 1 s a r e i d e ntif i e d a s e 1 the r p r o d u c e r o i
consumer by the input producer goal name table. If the
the producer pattern of the pattern in a goal does not
have an entry in the the table, the goal becomes a
producer goal, Otherwise, the goal is marked as a
consumer goal of the producer goal named in the producer
goal name table. 'GenerateGRGoals' is presented below:
Algorithm GenerateGRGoals (Goal,
var ProducerGoalNameTable, GR, Inst)
1 NewDerivator-- list (GR.rule-name)
2 for each pattern P of GR do
1 if P.set-of-variables-{} then
1 NewGoal-- create-goal (P,{},
Goal. shippert-set)
2 else
1 NewReq— select-inst (P.set-of-variables,
I ns t)
2 NewGoal-~ create-goal (P, NewReq, y
Goal.support-set)
3 NewDerivator— NewDerivator+ NewGoal.goal-name
4 ProducerGoalName--
ProducerGoalNameTable[P.producer-pattern]








2 ExpandGoal (NewGoal, ProducerGoalNameTable)
4 return NewDerivator
Goal Generation for a Generator Rule
Lastly, the algorithm to expand a goal is presented
in the following:
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A19o111iihi axpanaGoal (var Goal, var Ptoduc0rGoaINameTab1©)
1 J- f re; 01. ion-goal— p( Goa 1) tL011
1 Goa 1 .derivator—set— Goal. Oar ivator-sal U
ExpandRelationGoal (Goal, ProducerGoalNameTable)
2 0 1 S G
1 Goal.derivator—set— Goal.derivator-set U
E x p andNo nRelationGoal (Goal, P roducerGoa1Name Tab1e)
3 if Goal.derivator-set-(} then
1 Goal.derivator-set-{{}}
Goal Expanslon
Having presented the algorithms for expanding a
goal, it is time to consider the complexity of a goal
expansion. Since each generator rule is prevented from
being used more than once in the goal expansion process,
the worst case complexity of 'ExpandGoal' can be roughly
estimated to be proportional to the number of semantics
rule in the KB times the average number of patterns in a
semantics rule. This is in fact the worst case
complexity of expanding a root goal.
Alternatively, the complexity of 'ExpandGoal' can be
expressed in terms of the size of the generated goal
tree. In the worst case, the size of a goal tree is also
the product of the number of semantics rule in the KB and
the averaqe number of patterns in a semantics rule.
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oe lealIzed computationally, let us consider the
aigori uim to explore a goal. The goal exploration
process is roughly explained in section 1.4.1.
Basically; the exploration is focused on two tasks:
(1) Finding the PIS of each involved pattern,
(2) Building up the results of the goals involved in the
exploration.
There are three ways to find Pis for a pattern.
First of all, a pattern can be matched with the existent
frames in the KB and the support set. In particular, due
to the usage of C-Exp, the process of matching a pattern-
with a frame may also invokes other goal-directed
inferences to prove the match.
Secondly, Pis of generative relation patterns may be
- obtained by using generator functions. In order to do
so, the variables in the pattern must be substituted
first. This may be directed by the requirement of the
corresponding goal and the current Pis found for other
patterns with them the pattern is used in a premise.
Lastly, Pis may be otained by applications of
semantics rules. Fo r re1a tion patterns, relation frames
matching them may be derived. On the other hand,
non-relation patterns may match existent frames which are
not matched before, after the appropriate slots for the
frames are derived. As mentioned in the preceding
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goal because the order in which semantics rules are
exploited may affect what can be derived.
Before presenting the precise realization of the
goal exploration process, the algorithms used in the
above three ways to find Pis of the pattern in a goal as
well as how the result of a goal can be built up using
the PIS of its pattern will be presented first.
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Specifier-
bcise(.4 oii De f. 2, the a 1 gor .111 un' MatchRelation'
ma I. dies a relation pattern with a relation frame
specified by a relation specifier. 'MatchRelation!
returns a boolean indicating whether the match is
successful. If so, the PI found will also be output:
AIgorithm MatchRelation (RelationPattern,
ReIationSpec, var PI)
1 if Unify (RelationPattern.type,
Re1a 11onSpec.type, VA) then
1 PI-- augment-inst({}, VA, Dummy)
2 Matched-- true
3 N— RelationSpec.number-of-arguments
4 for each integer I in [2, N] do
1 DataArg— nth (I, RelationSpec)
2 PatternArg— nth (I, RelationPattern)
3 if Unify (PatternArg, DataArg, VA) then
2 pj— augment-inst (PI, VA, Consistent)
2 if not Consistent then
1 Matched— false
2 exit 1
4 e 1 s e
1 Matched— false
2 exit 1
5 if Matched then
1 return true
2 return false
Matching a Relation Pat tern
Since relation frames must not contain any
incomplete slot, the matching of relation pattern is
quite straight forward and efficient. In the worst case,
all arguments in the relation pattern are unified with
the relation specifier. Therefore, the complexity of
'MatchRelation1 is just linearly proportional to the
average number of arguments in a relation pattern.
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uecause incomplete slots may be used in both the frame
pattern ana the data frames. To match an incomolete it
s 1 o tt he C- Exp i n i t mus t b e p r o ved usi ng the KB and 11ie
aata slot value. According to Def. 5, the proof of a
C-Exp pattern in turn entails the proofs of the C-Specs
in it. Whether a C-Spec pattern can be proved from the
slot value of a given slot can be determined by
'ProveC-Spec! which is based on Defs. 6 and 7:
Algorithm ProveC-Spec (C-SpecPattern, DataSlot)
1 if exact~value-C-Spec~p (C-SpecPattern) then
1 if not incomplete-p (DataSlot) then
1 return Unify (C-SpecPattern,
DataSlot.slot-value, Dummy)
2 for each C-Spec conjunct CSC in DS'do
1 Unified— false
2 for each C-Spec CS in CSC do
1 if Unify (C-SpecPattern, CS, Dummy) then
1 Unified-- true
2 exit 1
3 if not Matched then
1 return false
3 r e t u r n t r u e
2 if not incomplete-p (DataSlot) then
1 Pattern-- substitute-C-Spec (C-SpecPattern,
DataSlot.slot-value)
2 ProveGoal-- create-goal (Pattern,(},{})
3 ExpandGoal (ProveGoal,[])
4 ExploreGoal (ProveGoal.goal-set)




1 for each C~Spec conjurict CSC in DataSlot do
1 SupportSet--{}
2 for each C— Spec CS in oSC do





6 if ProveGoal.result={} then
1 return false
2 return true
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With this algorithm, whether a C-Exp pattern can be
proved from a given data slot can be determined by.the
algorithm 'ProveC-Exp• based on Def. 5:
Algorithm ProveC-Exp (C-ExpPatte r n, DataSlot)
1 for each C-Spec conjunct CSC in C-ExpPattern do
1 CSProved-- true
2 for each C-Spec CS in CSC do
1 if not inclusive-p (CS) then
1 CS-- last (CS)




1 if not ProveC-Spec; (CS, DataSlot) then
1 CSProved-- false
2 exit 1
3 if CSProved then
1 return true
2 return false
Proving a C-Exp Pat tern from a Data Slot
Having presented the algorithms for proving a C-Exp
pattern, whether a pattern slot matches a data slot can
m
be determined using the following algorithm fMatchSlot',
which works according to Defs. 4 and 5. 'MatchSlot'
takes as input a pattern slot and a data slot, and
reports whether the pattern slot matches the data slot.
The necessary instantation for the match will be output
if the match is successful. In case a variable is
specified in the pattern slot, the variable will be
assigned the data slot value. 'MatchSlot' is shown on
the next page:
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Algorithm MatchSIot (SlotPattern, DataSIoL, var Inst}
1 if not Unify (SlotPattern.slot-name,
D a t: a S1 o t. si o t— p a in e j A t- h o n
i return false
2 Inst-- augment-inst({}, VA, Dummy)
3 if not incomplete-p (DataSiot) then
1 if not incoinp 1 ete—p( S1 otPa1tern) then
1 if Unify (SlotPattern.slot-value-pattern,
DataSiot.slot-value, VA) then
1 Inst-- augment-inst (Inst, VA, Consistent)
2 if Consistent then
1 return true
2 return false
2 if ProveC-Exp (SlotPattern.C-Exp-pattern, DataSiot)
t h e n
1 if var-p (nth (2, SlotPattern)) then
1 VA— list (nth (2, SlotPattern),
DataSiot. slot-value)—-
2 Inst— augment-inst (Inst, VA, Consistent)





4 return ProveC-Exp (SlotPattern.C-Exp-pattern,
DataSiot)
Matching Two Slots
Lastly, having explained how a slot pattern can be
matched with a data slot, the algorithm to match a frame
pattern with a frame can be presented. Based on Def. 3,
the 'MatchFrame' algorithm matches a frame pattern with a
frame. It returns a boolean to report whether the match
is successful, and if so, the PI found will be output:
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1 it Unify (FramePattern.frame-name,
rj r 3 in 0 8 T 2? 3 vn 0 p i ji 0, V A f li 0 n
1 Inst-- augraent~ inst (PI, VA, Dummy)
2 N v FrarnePa11ern. nuinber-of—slots
3 f o r e a c h i n t e g e r I i n[ 1, N] d o
1 PatternSIot— nth-slot (I, FramePattern)
2 SlotMatched false
3 if var-p (PatternSIot.slot-name) then
1 for each slot DataSlot in Frame do
1 if MatchSlot (PatternSIot, DataSlot,
M S1 n s t) t h e n
1 NewInst~~
union-ins t (Ins t, MSIns t, Consis t ent)






ge 1: -s I ot (PatternSIot. s 1 o t-nam6, Frame)
2 if MatchSlot (PatternSIot, DataSlot, MSInst)
then
1 Newlnst--
union-inst (Inst, MSInst, Consistent)
1 if Consistent then
1 Inst— Newlnst
2 SlotMatched— true
5 if not SlotMatched then
exit i





Now consider the complexity of matching a. frame
pattern with a frame. Unlike matching a relation
pattern, the matching of a frame pattern may involve the
proofs of C~Exd patterns. This is actually the key to
the difference in complexities of the 1 MatchRelation' and
'MatchFrame1. Since to match a C~Exp may cause a set of
goal-directed inferences to take place, a substantial
amount of computations for goal expansions and goal
explorations is involved.
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intoiiiie t.e sluts in i.he data I ret ins to b© mate lied, is
laig~e. _l t is uecause Inuc sacn U~Spec con junets of the
incomplete data slot must be tried to prove the pattern
C—Exp, and thus more goal-directed inferences have to be
expended.
Roughly speaking, the worst case complexity of
1MatchFrame1 is lineraly proportional to the number of
incomplete slot patterns of the frame pattern times the
number of incomplete slots of the data frame, However,
it should be noted that in the average case the effect of
the former is intuitively more significant than that of
the latter. It is because that an incomplete slot
pattern always triggers goal expansions1 and explorations
while an incomplete data slot triggers goal-directed
inferences only it is matched with an incomplete slot
pattern.
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The' VerifyPIs' algorithm t 'Vac a ,-rov-, or-a+;---— C3.._ x A W— v--. «w, v...
pattern, a pattern J 1st and an instantiation as Input.
11 wo rks by firs t de te rmir 1 ing a se t of instantiations,
each specifying a set of variable assignments which must
be observed by each useful verified PI of the generative
pa t. c e r 11. I f i he pa 11 e r n' s va r i a b 1 e s e t i s a c ove r a b 1 e
set of the instantiations found, the algorithm then tries
to verify the pattern using each instantiation in turn.
All verified Pis of the generative pattern are then added
to the PIS of the pattern. The algorithm is' shown below:
Algorithm VerifyPIs (var GenerativePattern,
PatternList, IriInst:)




3 for each pattern P in PatternList do
1 ISS ISS U P.PIS





1 for each instantiation Inst in MIS do
1 SubstitutedPattern--
substitute (Inst, GenerativePattern)
1 for each generator function GF for
GenerativePattern do








Verification of Pattern Instantiations
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In finding the set of instantiations to cover the
variables in the generative pattern, the Pis found for
each pattern in the given pattern list have to be merged.
As a result, the complexity of 'VerifyPIs' is linearly
proportional to the number of patterns in the given
pattern list. When this set of instantiations is found
and checked to be able to cover all the variables in the
generative pattern, each relevant generator function are
tried. Therefore, the complexity of 'VerifyPIs' is also
lineraly proportional to the number-— of generator
functions for the relation described by the generative
pat tern.
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.4.4 Matching a Pattern by Using Semantics Rules
A oa i tern may match frames derived by semantics
lules or irames whose slots are derived by semantics
iu1es. in order to derive frames or slots using a
semantics rule, the PLIS of it must be found first.
Before the PLIS of a rule is found, some Pis of the
patterns in the rule must have been found first. Based
on the current set of Pis are found, the PLIS of a rule
can be determined easily, according to to Def. 8. The
algorithm 'FindPLIS' takes as input two sets of PISs, one
from the inclusive patterns and one from the exclusive
patterns in a rule. It then returns the PLIS of the rule
according to Def. 8:
Algorithm FindPLIS {InclusiveISS, ExclusiveISS)
1 if InclusiveISS{} then y
1 Inclusi veM IS-- Merge ISS (Inclusi veISS)
2 if IriclusiveMIS={} then
1 return{}
3 if ExclusiveISS{} then
1 ISS--- Inclusi veISS U Exclusi veISS
2 MIS— MergeISS (ISS)
3 if MIS{} then
1 return{}
4 return Inc1usiveMIS
2 ExcIusiveMIS-- MergeISS (ExclusiveISS)
3 if ExcIusiveMIS{} then
1 return{}
4 return({}}
Pattern List Instantiation Set Determination
In the worst case, all the given instantiation sets
of rule patterns have to get merged twice, using
'MergeISS'. In other words, the complexity of 'FindPLIS'
is linearly proportional to the number of patterns in the
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011 rh' E.tndPLIS', derived Pis rww h=» found bv
applying semaniics rules. The foilowing algorithm
Dei i j e R e j. a. t i o 11 P I s' d e r Ives r e 1 a t i o n f r a in e s wh i c h a r e
matched oy a given relation pattern, by using a semantics
i ule named in a derive, cor. 1 DeriveRelationPIs 5 takes a
relation pattern and a derivator as input, and augment
the PIS of the given pattern with derived Pis. It works
by first finding the PLIS of the semantics rule
referenced in the derivator. The PLIS found is then used
to derive relation frames. Each of these relation frames
is then matched with the given pattern, using
' MatchRe.lat.ion', to obtain a derived PI. The} algorithm
is shown below:
Algorithm DeriveRelationPIs (var Pattern, Derivator)
1 InclusiveISS, ExclusiveISS~-{}
2 for each goal name GoalName in Derivator do
2 if inclusive-p {GoalNamegoal.pattern) then
1 InclusiveISS-- InclusiveISS+




3 PLIS-- FindPLIS (InclusiveISS, ExclusiveISS)




2 if MatchRelation (Pattern, NewRelation, PI) then
1 Pattern.PIS-- Pattern.PIS+ PI
5 return
Building up of Derived PIS for a Relation Pattern
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to be found using 1FindPLIS' first, the comulexltv of
'DeriveRelationPls! is proportional to tlie number of rule
patterns in the generator rule used. In addition, since
©adi PLI in toe PLIS round is used to buiId uo the
derived PIS of the given pattern, the complexity of
'DeriveRelationPls' is also proportional to the size of
the PLIS found.
The PIS of a frame pattern may also be augmented by
matching existent frames with derived slots similarly.
However, there is a subtlety in the derivation of slots
for non-relation frames. According to Def. 3, each slot
pattern of a frame pattern must match a slot in the data
frame in order for the frame pattern To match the data
frame. Since slots may be existent already in the data
frame or derived, there exists a consistencyproblem in a
frame's slots. Namely, a derived slot may contradicts
with an existent slot, or with another derived slot. As
we do not attempt to deal with this consistency problem
in our design, we assume that the KB, both explicit in
frames or implicit in semantics rules and functions, is
consistent. By making this assumption, the following
decision tree can be adopted for matching the slot
pattern of a non-relation frame pattern with the slots of
the data frame:
1 if any one of the existent slots of the frame
is matched
this slot is used
2 else
1 the first derived slot matched by the slot
pattern is used
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pat. tern first initiates, the determination of a set of
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derived slots matched by some of the frame pattern's slot
patterns. To do so, two information called 'SlotNameSet'
and 'Inst' is attached to each of these frame names to
indicate which pattern slots have been matched and the
resulting instantiation from trie processes of deriving
the slots. Having found this set of frame names, each
named frame in the KB is then examined to see if each of
the slot patterns not matched yet can get matched from
the named frame's existent slots. If so, the resulting
PI is added to the frame pattern's PIS. The above
mechanism is essentially captured in the following
algorithm 'DeriveFramePIs'. 'DeriveFramePIs' takes a
frame pattern and a derivator set as input, and augments
the PIS of the given frame pattern with derived Pis when
finished:
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1 F r a. i i i 0 N a in 0 3 0 t——{}
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2 Pa11e rnSIo t-- nt h-sIo t (SIo t Name, Pa 11ern)
3 for each slot derivator Derivator in SDL do
1 I no I us i ve IS S, Exc 1 us i ve IS 3-{}
2 for each goal name GoalName in Derivator do
2 if inc1usive~p (GoalName~ goa1.pa11 ern) then
1 Inclusive I S3-- InclusiveISS+
GoalNamegoaI.result
3 else
1 Exclusive ISS-•- Exclusive I S3+
GoalNamegoal.result
3 PLIS— FindPLIS (InclusiveISS, ExclusiveISS}





2 NewSlot— nth-slot (1, NewFrame)
3 .if exists-in (FrameName, FrameNameSet) then
1 if not exists-in (SlotName,
SlotNameSet@(FrameNameSet FrameName))
then






2 if Consistent then






1 if MatchSlot (PatternSlot, NewSlot, Inst)
then
1 Newlnst-- union-inst (Inst@FrameName,
Inst,
Consistent)
2 if Consistent then
1 Inst©FrameName— Newlnst
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3 ror each frame F In FrameSet do
- ramePa l: t e r n— Goal. pal tern-name pal tern
2 f o r e a c h s I o t n a m e S1 o t N a m e i n S1 o t N a m e S e t@ F d o
1 11 t m 0 P?? t 3T15 v r• 1 in 1 tzi— c; 1 o r Q 1 o f- M» rn cz
i1 l'diieFd l iern;
3 PI— Inst@F
4 If MatchFrame (FramePattern, F, PI) then
i Pattern.PIS-- Pattern.PIS+ PI
4 ret u rn
Derivation of Frame Slots
Consider the complexity of 'DeriveFramePIs'. Since
the FLIS of each generator rules for the prescribed slots
in the specified frame patterns has to be tried, the
complexity of 'DeriveFramePIs' is linearly proportional
to the product of the average size of the' PLIS of a
generator rule, the average number of generator rules for
a slot, and the average number of slot patterns in a
frame pattern. 1
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°• 5 di.i i 1 ding up the Resu.J. t ci. a Gob 1—
' D i s 1. r i bu .teResu 11 1 builds uo the result of each anal
in the given set of goals by consistently merging the Pis
found for the pattern of the goal with the requirement of
!»• 11' algorithm is shown be1ow:
Algorithm DistributeResult (var GoalSet)
1 for each producer goal PG in GoalSet do
1 ReqIS--{}+ PG.requirement
2 NewResuit— Merge 21 Ss (ReqIS., G. pat tern. PIS)
3 G.result— G.result+ NewResuit
4 for each consumer goal CG of G do
1 ReqIS—{}+ CG.requirement
2 transfer-pis (G, CG)
3 NewResuit-- Merge2ISs (ReqIS, CG.pattern.PIS)
4 CG.result— CG.result+ NewResuit
Building up the Result of Consumer Goals
The complexity of 'DistributeResult1 is proportional
to the number of producer goals in the given goal set.
In the worst case, all the goals in the given goal set
are producer goal and the complexity of
'DistributeResult' is then proportional to the product of
the size of the given goal set and the average number of
consumer goals for a producer goal.
ON REALIZING THE SEMANTIC PATTERN MATCHING
o.o.r.o An Iterative Algora fchm for Goal Exploration~
having presented the algorithms for fndina PT fo
a pa t texui and building up the result of a goal usincr the
PIS or a pattern, the iterative algorithm for goal
exp1oration can be exp1a1ned now.
Conceptually, the goal exploration can be divided
into an initialization phase and an iteration phase,
During the first phase, attempts to find the basic and
—ver i f ied— PXSs of-the- pattems—involved- in the- goai- t-ree
of the given goal are made. The verified and the derived
PISs of the involved patterns are then found in the
second phase iteratively until no more Pis can be found
for the patterns.
The algorithm 'InitializePIs' is used to initialize
the PIS of a goal's pattern. If there is nq. variable in
the pattern of the goal, the verified PIS of the goal's
pattern will be determined first. The basic PIS of the
pattern will then be found by matching the pattern with
each of the existing frames in the KB and the support set
of the goal. This is accomplished by using
'MatchRelation 1 which matches a pattern with a relation
frame specified by a relation specifier, and 'MatchFrame'
which matches a pattern with a frame. 'InitializePIs' is
shown on the next page:
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A1 go i i t hin I n i t i a 1 i z ePI s( G oa I}
1 if relation-goal-p (Goal) then
1 R S P-- G o a 1. p a 11 e r n- n a m e p a 11 e r n
- iX s t-oi V9r i 3 .10 s—{} lii011
1 for each generator function GF for RSP.type do
1 Verified-- evaluate (GF, RSP)
2 i f V e r i f i e d t h e n
1 exit 1




3 for each relation frame RF in (KB U G.support-set)
do
1 RS— relation-specifier-of (RF)
2 Inst--(}
3 if MatchRelation (RSP, RS, Inst) then
1 Goal.pattern-namepattern--
Goal. pat tern-name pat tern+ Inst
2 else
1 FP— Goal.pattern-namepattern
2 for each frame F in KB do
1 Inst--{}




lnitia1izing the set of Pis for a Goal!s Pattern
Depending on whether the given goal is a relation
goal or not, the 'MatchRelationf or 'MatchFrame'
algorithm will be used to match the pattern referred by
the goal with the frames in the KB or the goal's support
set. More specifically, the complexity of invoking
1InitializePIs1 is proportional to the number of relation
frames in the. KB and the goal's support set for relation
goals while the complexity is proportional to the number
of non-relation frames in the KB for non-relation goals.
With 1InitializePIs', the iteration phase for
exploring a goal can be embedded in the following
algorithm 'ExploreGoa1'. 1ExploreGoal1 takes as input a
ON REALIZING THE SEMANTIC PATTERN MATCHING
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guar. l i cuen riids ciie PIS or the patterns involved in
tne goal 1s goal tree and build up the results of each
goal in the goal tree:
Algorithm ExploreGoal (var Goal)
1 for eacn prooucer goal PG in Goal.goal—set do
1 ±nilializePIs (P G)
2 DistributeResult (Goal.goal-set);
vD rol each goal o in Goal. goal—set do
1 old-PIS@G.pattern-- G.pattern.PIS
4 for each producer relation goal PRG in Goal.goal-set dc
1 for each derivator D of PRG.derivator-set do
1 GRName— D.rule-name
2 for each subgoai name SGN in D do





5 for each goal G in Goal.goal-set do
1 if relation-pattern-p (G.pattern-namepattern) then











6 DistributeResu.it (Goal .goal-set);
7 for each goal G in Goal.goal-set do




Consider the complexity of exploring a goal. There
are mainly two nearly independent factors affecting the
complexity of a goal exploration. First of all, since an
iterative mechanism is used, the complexity induced grows
with the product of the size of the derivation ulosuie of
the KB, and the number of generator functions in the KB.
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c j ou.j. e v;.. Lue Kb is supposed to be i in i te by assuming
tnac ail iirtpl ica t ion semantics rule f o r infinite
relations are carefully written.
Eesicid'b, cue complexity introduced In tiie
initialization phase of a goal exploration is also
proportional to the number of frames in the KB as well as
the support set in the goal.
In this chapter, we have presented how the
goal—directed inference mechanism can be realized
computationally, by using the 1ExpandGoal' and
'ExploreGoal5 algorithms. Most details about
implementing our algorithms are hidden in the above
discussion, by using a very powerful algorithmic-
language. Therefore, -we have assumed that algorithms
expressed in this algorithmic language can be implemented
practically. This assumption is justified because all
the facilities in the language such as sets, lists,
indexing, associative references, searches, etc. have
existing implementations. For example, the Common Lisp
(Steele, 1984} is a language in which most of the
features in our algorithmic language are available.
However, Common Lisp is not used to present our
algorithms because we believe that algorithms written in
our language is much more readable than those written in
ON REALIZING THE SEMANTIC PATTERN MATCHING
CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
The objective of this project is to adopt a hybrid
approach on the KR problem of KBSs. We begin with an
investigation of the nature of knowledge and focus our
attention on the representation of world descriptions and
problem solving knowledge.
Traditionally, the world can be eastly described as
a set of related entities. Structural representation
schemes such as semantic network and frame -are natural
candidates for representing entities and relations.
However, it is found that the representation of
incomplete knowledge and the meanings of relations should
also be accomodated. On the other hand, problem solving
knowledge is best expressed in the antecedent and
consequent of a production rule.
The representation of world descriptions and problem
solving knowledge must be integrated. This entails a a
powerful pattern matching ability of the production
system for problem solving.
CONCLUSION'
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ci r e nee a e c i. F i a m e s a r e used t o r e p r e s e n t entitles a n dOLjf
relations while problem solving knowledge can be
expressed in production rules. We propose a hybrid KR
scheme which integrates frames and production rules. In
addition, a hybrid reasoning mechanism which combines
data-directed inferences with production rules and
goal-directed inferences with semantics rules is also
designed. We also integrate the usage of Lisp functions
with the representation of the meanings of relations in
the goal-directed mechanism to handle infinite relations.
The most distinguishing features of our design is
that incomplete knowledge as well as the meanings of
relations are highly integrated with an ordinary
data-directed problem solving inference mechanism. In
particular, this means a unique pattern matching ability
of our KR scheme. With this hybrid KR scheme,
intelligent behavior in pattern matching are
demonstrated.
This is followed by a detailed prescription on how
the desirable features of our scheme in pattern matching
can be realized computationally. An algorithmic language
is designed especially for describing our solution. The




'• i c v•;i11j, 111e coi 1:i1 ibu 1:.1 on of our work wi 11 be
explai iie(i j. irst1 o 11owed by a discussion on the
1 im i ta t io11s o f ou-1 work and possi b J. e future researches.
CONCLUSION'
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work. First of all, we suggest that the meanings of
i e 1 a 11 o ns s 11 o u .1 cl o e s p e c i f i. e d e x«i j I c i 11 y. W e also
propose the semantics rule and generator function as a
procedural means to represent the meanings of relations
effectively.
Secondly, we devise a unique representation of
incomplete knowledege by using C-Exps. We concede that
the ability to represent incomplete knowledge is very
important to a KR system. Although the ability to
represent incomplete knowledge in our design is quite
limited, as will be shown later, when compared with that
of first order logic, we believe that our approach to
this oroblem is innovative and practical.
The third contribution of our work is our hybrid
approach. Firstly, we integrates frames, rules, and the
two logical connectives in a coherent declarative
framework. Secondly, a data-directed problem solving
using production rules is integrated with a goal-directed
inference mechanism using semantics rules and generator
functions. The result is a highly integrated hybrid
system which is not simply just a loosely-coupled
collection of different KR techniques.
CONCLUSION 1
emphasize is that our work. is developed on a clear view
on knowledge. One can surely argue that other views on
knowledge are possible, but this just misses the point.
Regardless of which view we need one anyway. Wi thout a
clear philosophical basis, we suspect that a hybrid
approach is dangerous, easily resulting in just a lousy
assemblage of good ideas. It is hoped that our scheme
will be representationally powerful, conceptually clean
and psychologically natural to the knowledge engineer in
bulldirig high-quality KBSs.
CONCLUSION
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pi oo 1 ems lit m!. in fac1, advancBS in KR uncioufoteel.ly feed,
all areas in the field. Researches in such an important
area are inevitably difficult. The effort is substantial
while the resuIt is 1imited.
0 u r p roj e c t is no excep tion. S ome of the
limitations of our work are forseenable while some of
them are not. Nevertheless, we believe that although we
cannot perceive all limitations of our work until a
comprehensive experimentation is carried out to testify
the design, a discussion on the foreseenable problems is
certainly beneficial to the understanding of problem of
KR. In the following, we will concentrate on the
limitations on the representation of entities, relations
and incomplete knowledge because these areas seems to be
the most unique ones of our work.
Besides limitations, there are also areas in which
descendent researches can go on. In particular, we will
focus on the full implemenation of our hybrid KR scheme.
CONCLUSION
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frames. Because of practical considerations, the
l epresen taiions or entities and relations and are both
constrained in some ways.
First of all, no relation frame is allowed to
contain any incomplete slots, although our knowledge
about a relation may be incomplete in real life. For
example, we may want to represent the knowledge that:








However, this relation frame is not a valid -one in our
scheme.
The reason for banning all .incomplete slots in
relation frames is that relation frames are entensivelv
used in our scheme, both in denoting relations among
entities and in representing constraints in C-Exps. As
mentioned in the previous chapter, a substantial amount
of processing in terms of goal-directed inferences is
needed to handle incomplete slots. Therefore, to make
the processing of relation frames more efficient,
incomplete slots are prohibited in relation frames.
CONCLUSION
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derived tor a relation frame. As a result, all arguments
o j. eac.ii re .La don frame? existent or derivable in the KB
must have been exactly known. In other words, we cannot
specify a relation frame with a missing slot. For
example, although we know that the husband of Mary is
someone else, we cannot specify this piece of knowledge





On the other hand, unlike relation frames,
non-relation frames cannot be derived in our scheme
although the slots of them can be derived. This, again,
is not desirable in real life. However, as mentioned
above, frame or slot derivations are expensive because
goal-directed inferences may be involved. Therefore,
only relation frames or slots of non-relation frames are
derivable in our design in order to avoid the expense of
deriving both frames and slots at the same time.
CONCLUSION'
scherne. A C~Exn essei.it ia 11y conibiiies 1:1 ie usages o f
relations in a logical expression. Therefore, it can
.f.- 1 1,»» T j i», a
a c i. u a -i -i y o e c 11 o u g 111 a s a p a r t: i a 1 a p p j i c a t i o n o f f i r s t
v-V c the representation of incomplete
know J. 0oq 0
However, only the 1 and! and 'or' logical connectives
can be used in C-Exps to represent incomplete knowledge
about the properties of entities.. The sense of 'not' is
expressed using the closed world assumption (Reiter,
1980}. Namely, if a C-Spec is not used in a slot value
then it is supposed to be not true with the slot unless
there is evidence to the contrary. Unfortunately, some
kind of incomplete knowledge cannot be represented under
It
this assumption. For example, there is no way to
represent the age of Paul, which is known to be greater
than twenty eight but not equal to thirty. This piece of
knowledge would have well been represented using first
order logic with equa1ity:
not EQUAL (PAUL-AGE, 30) and
GREATER-THAN (PAUL-AGE, 2.8)
Besides, the existential quantifier in first order
logic, which is regarded as very useful in representing
incomplete knowledge (Moore, 1982), is also missing in
our design. Using a previous example about the husband
of Mary, although we know that there exists a person who
is the husband of Mary, there is no way to represent this
CONCLUSION•
In summary, the ability of our IIR sea en. a to
r epresent incomp 1 e t:e know 1 ed9'e is I i. u 111ed when compaved
to that of first order logic. Nevertheless, as an
attempt to get rid of the undecidabi1ity of first order
logic, we believe that our approach does give an
innovative view to the problem of incomplete knowledge
representation.
CONCLUSION
As mentioned previously, the most difficult and
unique part of the reasoning mechanism for our KR scheme
lies j.n tiie goal-directed matching of patterns.
Thereior e, on1y the g oa1-directed pat tern matehing
mechanism is precisely presented, and we do not choose to
explain the embodying data-directed mechanism just
because it should be quite common in most exisiting
production systems.
However, in order to completely implement the
proposed KR scheme, the data-directed part of reasoning
mechanism must also be worked out. Since pattern
matching in performed in the context of a data-directed
mechanism, several things should be noted in order that
the goal-directed algorithm presented can be used in the
most efficient way.
In our production system, the inference engine goes
through the match-select-perform cycle indefinitely.
Every time the 'perform1 phase is through, the KB may be
changed. Previously satisfied patterns may no longer be
satisfied while those not satisfied before may become
satisfied, but usually not all patterns in the KB are
affected. If we start over again finding out which
patterns are satisfied in every subsequent cycle, a great
deal of efforts may be duplicated for those patterns
whose matching status are not changed.
CONCLUSION'
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111 eaun cycle, change-driven approaches for finding the
v1S oi a pattern should be used. The main Idea Is that
for every KB modification such as frame creation or
removal, the resulting changes in the involved frames are
used to trigger the update of the matching status of
other patterns and frames. Since only the information
associated with those affected patterns and frames will
be updated, unnecessary pattern-frame match attempts in
—E .oJJLawing cycles- can he avoided. The tradeoff is that a
large amount of storage is needed to keep the various
kinds of matching status.
Assume that the KB is empty at first. When a frame
is added into the KB, analysis on the added frame will be
performed and the various kinds of objects such as rules,
patterns, templates and actions in rulest relation as
well as function definitions, etc. which are represented
in frames will be extracted. The PISs of the existing
patterns in the KB will then be updated with respect to
this newly added frame in a goal-directed manner. The
update starts with the basic PIS of each pattern. An
iterative process will then take place to exhaustively
update the verified PIS and derived PIS of each pattern.
From the update PIS of each pattern, the set of satisfied
production rules can be found easily.
CONCLUSION'
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Correspondirig ob jects repr.ese111ed in i t are also removed.
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patterns will be removed and the Pis found of other1
patterns by application of this semantics rule will have
to be retracted too.
11i order to employ such a change-driveri approach,
the dependencies among the various kinds of objects in
the KB must be stored explicitly. For example, when a
pattern is found to match a frame, information about the
semantics rules, generator functions and other frames
used in the matching process should be recorded and
attached to the resulting PI. Therefore, it is perceived
that quite a large amount of internal Storage is needed
for a change-driven implementation of the KR scheme.
CONCLUSION!
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difiicuil area 1'or researches. It is fascinating' because
it represents a basic problem in putting human
intelligence into machines. it is difficult because it
is st 111 si n u n settled fie 1 d i n v o .1 v i n g o r o b 1 e m s i n
philosophy, psychology, engineering, and computer
science.
Having the pleasure to participate in this
fascinating and difficult research area, I would like to
finish this thesis by quoting the following from Newell,
in his presidential address of the American Association
for AI (Newell, 1982}:
... in computer science many fundamental
conceptual advances occur by (scientifically)
uncontrolled experiments in our own style of computing..
... scientific activity of a more traditional kind
certainly takes place- theoretical development with
careful controlled testing and evaluation of results.
But it happens on the details, not on the main
conceptions..... your practice represents an
important source of knowledge about the nature of
intelligent systems..
The solution follows from practice.
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(GREATER-THAN [SLOT-VALUE] 70) represents
fifty six years old, OR
over seventy
INCOMPLETE)
Complete Incomplete Knowledge about Entities
APPENDIX F
There are mainly three types of pre-defined
algorithms in our' algorithmic language:
(1) Predicates
This kind of pre-defined algorithms is used to test
whether the given data objects possess certain
characteristics or belong to certain classes of
knowledge objects. The pre-defined predicate
algorithms are shown below:
Jf
(1) consistent-p (an IS, another IS)
It is a boolean function which determines
whether two instantiation sets are consistent.
(2) coverable-set-of-p (a set of variable names, a
instantiation)
It reports whether the set of variable names is
a coverable set of the given instantiation.
(3) exact-value-C-Spec-p __(_a C-Spec pattern)
It determines If the input is an exact value
C-Spec.
(4) qenerative-p (a pattern)
It is a boolean function which determines
whether a pattern describes a generative
relation.
{ 5) Indusive-p (a pattern)
It determines wJiether a pat;ter11
one«
(6) incomplete-- (a slot or slot pattern}
It determines whether a slot or slot pattern is
incomplete.
( 7) relatiori-g-oal-p( a goal)
It is a b o o1ea n f unction whic h determine s
whether a goal is a relation goal.
( 8) relation-pattern-p [a. pattern)
It reports whether the given pattern contains a
relation specifier pattern.
(9) var-p (a dataj s
It determines whether the aiven data is a
variable.
(2) Set or List Operations
'V
The pre-defined algorithms especially for set and
list operations are shown below:
r
(1) any-of J a set)
It is a function which returns an arbitrary
element from the given set.
(2) cardinality-of (a set)
It is a function returning the cardinality of a
aiven set.
(3) exist spin Jan e 1 e merit, a set)
It reports whether the input element is a
member of the specified set.
( 4} length J_a list)
It returns the length of a list.
(5) nth J a pas i t Ion, a y.i stj
It returns the positioned element from a list.
(6)
with the first list element positioned at 1.
s£ .(1.A s t}_ A list containing t h e last
element of the given list is returned.
list _[_a list of arguments)(7)
11 creates a list which includes all a r guments
input.
( 3) F r1 a me a n d Slot R e 1: r leva 1
Some pre-defined algorithms are used for retrieving
frames or components in frames:
{1) exclude— slot (a slot name, a frame pattern)
It creates a new frame pattern from a given one
by excluding the named slot.
(2) qet-slot fa slot name, a frame)
The slot having the given slot name in the
specified frame is returned.
(3) get-slot {a slot name, a f r ame or frame
patter n)
It returns the numbered slot of a frame or
frame pattern, with the first slot numbered 1.
(4) Operations on Variable Assignments
(1) augment-inst (an instantiat ion, a variable
assignment, a f iagj_
It adds the specified variable assignment to
the given instantiation. The flag Is set to
true except if the variable assignment is not
consistent with the original instantiation,
union-1nst (an instantlation, anot J i er
instant iat .1 on, a f 1 ag)
It returns the union c. x 'u- o' -:lj
(2)
instantia t ions. The flag is set to true except
if the two instantiations are not consistent.
I) seiset ins t (a set of variable names, an
instan tia tion}
It is a function which returns a subset of
variable assignments from an instantiation, the
variable name o f e a c h va rIa b1e assig nm e nt
appears in the given set of variable names.
(4) Generate (an instantiation, a template)
It returns the substituted template, with ail
function invocations in the template evaluated.
(5) substitute (an instantiation, a data having
variables}
It returns the given data with all its
variables being substituted using the given
l
Ins tantia tion.
(6) transfer-pis (a pattern, another pattern)
The two input patterns must be equivalent
first. This algorithm transfers the PIS of the
first pattern to the second according to the
correspondence of the two patterns' variable
names.
{5) Miscellaneous
01her pre—def ineci a 1 gor i thms are used as suppor c ive
f u n c t i o n s:
(1) create-goal (a pat tern name, a requirement, a
support s e t]_
It Is a function h retui ns a new goal whose
i.frzl. L L fc x 11 f-•-•- '1 ~~1-------' A.'
c.r03 t0ci accorclniCT to l~li0 j vn 1 j r in i t,
unique goal name and. envpfv d«i'itit
result,
z; evaluate (a generator function, a relation
spec!fier)
It evaluates the relation specifier using the
generator function given.
(3) relation-snecifier-of fa relation frame)
It is a conversion function which converts a
relation frame into its equivalent relation
specifier format.
(4) substitute-C-Soec fa C-Soec, a value)
It returns the given C-Spec with its
'[SLOT-VALUE]' argument substituted by the
given value.


